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ABSTRACT

The School of Graduate Studies
The University of Alabama in Huntsville

Degree

Doctor of Philosophy

Name of Candidate

_ College/Dept.

Science/Computer Science

Matthew D. Beard

Title The Relationship Of Software Quality Characteristics To Code Clones

Duplicate or similar fragments of code are referred to as “code clones” and are
normally created by copying and pasting. Such duplication allows code to be reused;
however, these copied code fragments can cause severe problems for software
maintainers. When code must be changed, the existence of clones may result in one
instance of a clone being properly fixed, while another instance of that clone remains
faulty.
In order to find and remedy these types of errors, clones must be efficiently located.
Previous methods of clone location include raw text search, syntax-based, token-based,
and semantic approaches. Further information about clones has been gathered through
information retrieval based categorization techniques.
Our long term research goal is to improve clone categorization and detection through
combining various information retrieval (IR) based techniques and software metrics to
better categorize clones, including the relationship of various software quality
characteristics to clones. In this work, we present the results of several preliminary
v

studies (improved JR-based bug localization, improved JR-based clone categorization,
clone evolution) that represent various steps along this path.
However, one drawback with existing clone detection techniques is that they can be
very time consuming. We wish to create a more efficient technique for determining
whether a method or class demonstrates certain characteristics that may indicate the
presence of clones. The most important contribution of this dissertation is our
examination of the use of software metrics for detecting and predicting the existence of
clones in software. We also focus on examining the relationship between the combination
Of software metrics, clones, and bugs.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Duplicated code is common in nearly all software systems. Such duplicates are
referred to as clones, and the practice of creating clones is known as code cloning. Code
cloning is regarded as problematic in software engineering because of the risk for clones
to contain errors. When cloned, a code fragment with an error quickly transforms into
two (or more) errors, both of which can affect the software system in unique ways. This
can greatly increase the amount of time required to debug and release software. Perhaps
even more costly are clone induced errors not located until the maintenance phase of the
software’s life cycle [1] [2].
While the existence of clones is problematic in a single version of a piece of
software, analyzing and comprehending the effect of how clones change between
versions of software is also extremely important [3]. Such inter-version changes are
collectively referred to as “clone evolution.” When performed consistently, this
evolutionary process is not necessarily detrimental to code integrity; however, when
inconsistencies occur within a clone set, proper tracking and maintenance of clones
becomes extremely problematic.
A large body of work dealing with formal classification of clone types, as well as
techniques to detect and locate clones within software exists [4] [5] [6] [7]. Information
retrieval (IR) techniques have also been used to further identify, categorize, and classify
clones [8].
1

One area that has not been heavily examined is the relationship of various
software quality characteristics such as complexity, cohesion, etc. (normally measured by
standard software metrics such as the Chidamber and Kemerer object-oriented metrics
suite [9]), to the incidence of clones and to different categories of clones. Similarly,
although software metrics vs. bugs have been examined, and clones vs. bugs have been
examined, the relationship between the combination of software metrics, clones, and bugs
has not been previously explored. For example, does low complexity or low cohesion
software tend to have one category of clone more than a different category of clone?
Does software of higher complexity or cohesion tend to have different categories of
clones than software of low complexity or cohesion? Or a more simple question: is
highly complex software more likely to have clones? And how does this all relate to
bugs?
There has been some work creating metrics to measure clones themselves [6], but
to our knowledge no work to determine the relationship between standard software
metrics and clones has been performed.
Our long-term research goal is to improve clone categorization and detection
through combining various IR-based techniques and software metrics to better categorize
clones, including the relationship of various software characteristics (complexity,
cohesion, etc.) to clones. In this work, we present our results from several preliminary
studies (improved IR-based bug localization, improved IR-based clone categorization,
clone evolution) that represent various steps along this path. For example, in one
preliminary study we examined the comparison techniques used to determine which IRbased technique performed best in bug localization. Our focus in this study was to
2

determine whether the conclusions of previous researchers had been reasonable based on
their “gold standard” for comparison. In another such study, we examined whether an
IR-based technique (latent Dirichlet analysis), previously shown by researchers to work
better than other IR-based techniques for the use of bug localization, would work well for
the use of clone categorization. In this particular clone categorization study, we were
interested in the advantages and disadvantages of latent Dirichlet analysis compared to
another IR-based technique, latent semantic indexing. In yet another case study, we
examined clone types in an agilely-developed software system, analyzing how these
clone types relate to clone metrics (these are metrics which have been specifically
designed to analyze clones, as opposed to typical object-oriented software metrics). As
part of this case study, we examined the evolution of clones over several releases of the
software system.
Though many techniques for clone detection exist, most techniques require a
specific set of operations to detect clones. For example, CCFinderX [6] is executed over
a software project and yields a specific set of results that must be interpreted within the
tool’s interface. Clones must be manually, individually reviewed. In large software
projects that potentially contain hundreds or thousands of clones, this process can be very
time consuming.
Clearly, one important drawback to existing clone detection techniques is that
they can be very time consuming. We wish to create a more efficient technique for
determining whether a class demonstrates certain characteristics that may indicate the
presence of clones. Therefore, our most important focus is a new technique, based on
software metrics (in this case, typical object-oriented metrics, as opposed to the clone3

oriented metrics we employed in one of our preliminary studies), for detecting and
predicting the existence of clones in software. We first provide results from a small-scale
study of this technique. Then we describe results from an expanded version of this study
to more thoroughly analyze the effectiveness of software metrics in predicting code
clones. As another focus, in order to enhance the understanding of clones in relation to
bugs, we also study the relation of bugs to clones. We describe the results of a case study
showing this relationship.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

This section begins with a discussion of the various types of clones that occur in
software. An overview of clone detection methods and tools based on these methods
follows. Information retrieval-based categorization of clones is then examined.

2.1 Code Clones: Overview and Classification
While any duplicated section of code may be classified as a “clone”, it can also be
said that not all clones are “created equal.” Some clones are examples of pure copy-paste,
where a programmer copied a code fragment into another section of the program with no
changes whatsoever. However, these are, by far, not the only types. Code fragments that
are identical in most respects, barring small changes such as identifier names, must also
be considered. Code fragments may even be considered as clones when major changes
occur between instances, even to the point where the fragments are almost
unrecognizable syntactically, but are semantically identical.
To assist in better classification of clones, Roy and Cordy formally define four
different clone types, which encompass all possible instances of clones [4]. This system
divides clones into the following categories, with each progressively increasing category
including all types from previous categories. This categorization system is as follows:


Type I – Identical instances of a clone, varying only in spacing, layout, or
comments.
5



Type II – Syntactically identical statements that vary in identifiers, literals, or
types.



Type III – Copied fragments that are then altered through addition or deletion of
code.



Type IV – Code sections that perform equivalent computations (semantically
identical), but differ in their syntax.

2.2 Code Clone Detection: Techniques and Tools
A large body of work has been performed in the area of code clone understanding
and comprehension. Koschke [10] and Roy et al. [11] have both formally defined
terminology of code clones, as well as studied methods for detection of clones. These
techniques include text-based, syntax-based, token-based, and semantic, among others
[4]. A variety of tools have been created using these different methods to perform
detection, such as the text-based Simian [5], the token-based CCFinderX [6], and the
syntax-based DECKARD [7].
Token-based approaches have been used widely in clone detection research,
including in information retrieval based categorization of clones [8]. The token-based
approach divides lines of the source code into tokens based on the programming language
of the source code. The token sequences are then compared to determine their relative
similarity to detect clones.

6

2.3 Clone Evolution
Clone evolution is a less consistently defined occurrence than mere clone
existence. Bettenburg et al. investigate inconsistent changes to clones across multiple
version of code[12], while others attempt to model these cross-version changes
[13][14][15]. Pate et al. [3] conduct an extensive systematic review of clone evolution,
discussing more methods for analysis and understanding of evolution. However, these
findings indicate that certain key areas, such as the tracking of patterns in evolution, are
still lacking.

2.4 Clone Categorization Using Information Retrieval
Type IV clones are the most difficult to locate and categorize [4]. Since Type IV
clones are based solely on semantic information, rather than a syntactic structure,
different techniques are required. In an effort to implement such techniques, Kapser and
Godfrey [16] categorized clones in procedural languages based on the clone’s location in
the hierarchy of files and directories, relative to other clones. This categorization
attempts to glean semantic information from the clone’s location within the source.
Similarly, Koni-N'sapu [17] examined clone classification in an object-oriented type
hierarchy.
Another method of better categorizing clones involves the use of information
retrieval based techniques. Tairas and Gray [8] previously examined the use of latent
semantic indexing (LSI) in finding relationships between clone sets. Their study also
examined the benefits of clustering clone sets based on LSI over a large corpus (the
Windows Research Kernel). The clone sets themselves were derived from the output of
7

CCFinderX [6]. Thus, this approach combined token-based (CCFinderX) and semanticbased (LSI) techniques. This combination was used in order to determine if the
clustering of clone sets using LSI enhanced comprehension of clones.
Further enhancements to this categorization are seen through the use of more
robust IR techniques. Lukins et al. [18] showed the efficacy of LDA-based automatic bug
localization. As part of this study, they compared an LDA-based automatic bug
localization technique to an earlier LSI-based bug localization technique. They
concluded that LDA can be successfully applied to source code for the purpose of bug
localization, and that it is applicable to systems of varying size and stability. They
concluded that an LDA-based approach to bug localization is more effective than
approaches that employ only LSI alone for this purpose.
LDA thus is an improvement over LSI. In order to take advantage of this
improvement, we performed a duplicate of the study conducted by Tairas and Gray,
replacing LSI with LDA. The specifics of this study, as well as the results, can be found
in Section 3.3.2.

8

CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH DESCRIPTION

3.1 Context
Though many aspects of clones have been thoroughly studied, a significant
amount of work remains to be done in order to better comprehend the role of clones in
software. A more thorough understanding of clones, as well as more robust techniques
for detection of clones could be extremely helpful in lowering maintenance costs.
Development costs may also be lowered by effective reuse of code in new software
projects [19]. The ability to quickly determine whether software contains large portions
of cloned code could be very helpful in supporting code reuse. Code containing large
numbers of duplicates has an increased likelihood of being not only error prone, but it is
generally harder to maintain and more inefficient. Code that is plagued with these issues
is much more difficult to efficiently reuse, as significant changes must be made in order
for reuse to occur.
Though many techniques exist to detect clones, most techniques require a specific
set of operations to detect clones. For example, CCFinderX [6] is executed over a
software project and yields a specific set of results that must be interpreted within the
tool’s interface. Clones must be manually, individually reviewed. In large software
projects that potentially contain hundreds or thousands of clones, this process can be very
time consuming. We wish to create a more efficient technique for determining whether a
9

method or class demonstrates certain characteristics which may indicate the presence of
clones.

3.2 Overall View of Research
In order to create this more efficient technique, we turn to one of the most
thoroughly studied areas of software engineering, software metrics. The integration of
standard software metrics into detecting and locating clones has received very little
attention. While metrics of clones themselves have been created and studied [6], to our
knowledge no work to determine the relationship between standard software metrics and
clones has been performed. If such a relationship between software metrics and clones
exists, then it may be possible to predict the existence of clones using software metrics.
To determine whether clones can be predicted in this way, we performed a study
of various software metrics, such as the Chidamber and Kemerer suite [9], McCabe’s
cyclomatic complexity metric [20], and others. These metrics were compared with
clones at the class level to determine whether a relationship exists between the presence
of clones within a class and the software metrics observed from that class.

3.3 Completed Work
As discussed earlier in the Introduction, our long term research goal is to improve
clone categorization and detection through combining various IR-based techniques and
software metrics to better categorize clones, including the relationship of various
software characteristics (complexity, cohesion, etc.) to clones (see Future Research
Section). In this work we present the results of several preliminary studies we performed
10

(improved IR-based bug localization, improved IR-based clone categorization, clone
evolution) that represent various steps along this path.
Initially, we studied bug localization using information retrieval (IR) based
techniques. We used IR techniques in the field of clone research with a study that
extends the previously discussed work by Tairas and Gray [8], replacing LSI with LDA.
We also conducted a study of clone evolution across several version of the Rhino
software system. These are described below. We conclude this section with a small scale
study of the statistical correlation of software metrics and clones in Rhino.

3.3.1 Preliminary Work – Bug Localization Using Information Retrieval
Section Summary – Preliminary Work
Bug localization involves using information about a bug to locate affected code
sections. Several automated bug localization techniques based on information retrieval
(IR) models have been constructed in recent years. Latent semantic indexing and latent
Dirichlet allocation are two such techniques.
The “gold standard” for measuring an IR technique’s accuracy considers the
technique’s ability to locate a “first relevant method.” However, the question remains –
does finding this single method enable location of a complete set of bug related methods?
Previous arguments assume this to be true; however, few analyses of this assumption
have been performed. Our first task is to test this assumption.
To further measure IR accuracy, we analyzed the relevancy of the IR model’s
“first method returned.” We used various structural analysis techniques to extend
relevant methods and determine accuracy and reliability of these assumptions. These
11

techniques indicated that both the first relevant method and the first method returned can
be used to assist in bug localization. However, we can conclude that the FRM “gold
standard” is not a highly reliable assumption, as it is only capable of locating a full set of
relevant methods 60% of the time. Therefore, the “gold standard” technique only
produces the assumed results for slightly less than two-thirds of the bugs in the Rhino
software.
A more extensive version of this study was published in Beard et al. [21].
3.3.1.1 Introduction to IR-based Bug Localization Study
During software maintenance, a key task involves locating and fixing bugs, using
information about a bug to locate the sections of code in which the bug occurs. This
process, called bug localization, is a form of concept location. Once bug related sections
are located, the developer can fix the coding error(s) that caused the bug.

While

manually examining code and comments was once an adequate technique, the size and
complexity of software has grown exponentially in recent years, making automated
techniques a near necessity for efficient maintenance.
One of the more recent types of automated bug localization techniques involves
the usage of information retrieval (IR) models to retrieve relevant information about the
bug. Latent semantic indexing (LSI) is one of the primary IR techniques used in these
analyses [22] [23]. While LSI does provide useful results, another IR technique, latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [24], continues to show promise as a more robust and
thorough technique for concept mining [25] and bug localization [26].
When measuring any bug localization technique to determine accuracy and
reliability, the commonly recognized “gold standard” requires a technique to return a
12

complete set of all code sections that are affected by the bug. In previous work, the
accuracy of IR techniques in bug localization had been measured by a distinctly different
“gold standard.” That standard is the IR technique’s ability to locate a “first relevant
method,” (FRM) that is, the first method returned that is actually relevant to the bug [22]
[18]. Though this existing gold standard returns one method that is affected by the bug,
the question remained – does finding this single method allow one to find all parts of the
code that are relevant to the bug? In previous research, the assumption has been made
that once the first relevant method is located, structural characteristics of the source code
can be used to find remaining bug affected sections. However, to our knowledge, only
one brief, superficial analysis of this assumption had been performed [18].
A further area of interest involves determining if the “first method returned”
(FMR) of a similarity query performed against an IR model is relevant to the bug. The
first method returned is the very first method located by the querying the IR model.
Since the first method returned may not always be directly relevant to a bug (i.e.,
containing faulty code), the question arises – can FMR be used to locate methods that are
directly relevant to the bug?

It is possible that, while not directly related, the IR

technique has determined underlying semantic similarities between the first method
returned and the bug itself.
In order to determine whether the previously described “gold standard” is a
reliable assumption, we examined the reliability of the FRM and FMR in locating a
complete set of bug affected methods by combining each technique with structural
characteristics of code.
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3.3.1.2 Previous IR Work
A number of previous analyses have been performed on source code in order to
localize bugs using IR techniques. Others have also used a combination of structural and
IR techniques to further extend the feature location capabilities of IR. For instance,
Poshyvanyk et al. use call graphs in conjunction with LSI to perform feature location
[27]. However, only a few, brief studies on our specific topic – measuring the accuracy
of IR-based bug localization using structural techniques – have been performed.
Specifically, no researchers have previously addressed the degree to which the commonly
accepted “gold standard” of FRM actually enables location of the entire bug. A limited
look at LDA’s accuracy in this context is performed in [18]. As stated in 2.4, [28]
considers coupling metrics in light of LDA, but structural techniques are not used to
provide an accuracy measure of LDA or of the completeness of the first relevant method
assumption. To our knowledge, no other studies had examined IR techniques in this
context.
3.3.1.3 Research Method
The focus of this research is to provide a clear picture of the accuracy of
information retrieval based techniques for bug localization using two IR techniques,
latent semantic indexing and latent Dirichlet allocation.

The specific goals of this

analysis are as follows:


Determine whether the “first relevant method” is a reliable place to begin
IR-based bug localization to test the “gold standard” assumption.



Determine whether the “first method returned” is a worthwhile place to
begin IR-based bug localization.
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To perform this analysis, we build LDA and LSI models of the source code. The
models are then queried using descriptions of selected bugs, returning ranked results of
the queries. We use these results to derive two different sets of potentially relevant
methods – the first relevant method and the first method returned. These two sets are
compared against a set of methods mapped to corresponding bugs using structural
analysis techniques.
The process of extracting semantic information and constructing an IR model of
the source is described below:


Constructing the document collection: This process involves separating
source code by the desired distinction (in our case, by methods), selecting
individual pieces of semantic information for extraction (comments and
identifiers), and then performing preprocessing on this information. The
preprocessing phase involves removal of stop words (irrelevant,
semantically insignificant words) and Porter stemming of words. We use
the NetBeans plug-in outlined in [26] to accomplish this.



IR Model Construction and Querying: To construct and query the IR
models, we use Gensim, a Python based framework for Vector Space
Modeling [29] capable of performing multiple IR analyses, including LSI
and LDA. Queries return a ranked set of document numbers that represent
methods.

From the results returned by the IR technique, we derive two sets of data: first
relevant method returned and first method returned.
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The first relevant method returned is the first method located by the query against
the IR model that is affected by the bug. This method may be the only method that must
be fixed. In this case, structural techniques are not needed to verify the accuracy of the
IR technique. However, it is often the case that multiple methods need to be fixed in
order to completely resolve a bug. In this instance, structural analysis techniques can be
used to determine whether this relevant method is a good starting point to locate other
affected methods.
The first method returned is the very first method located by the query against the
IR model. This method may or may not be directly relevant to the bug in question. Our
structural analysis attempts to determine whether these returned methods have any
relation to the bug, direct or indirect.
After building the IR models, structural analysis is performed using data from
STI’s Understand for Java [30] and Doxygen [31]. The structural characteristics that we
analyze include first call graphs, then local classes, and finally class inheritance.


Call Graph Analysis: Call graph results are derived using manual
comparison of the IR returned method with methods that are
callers/callees of that method. The call graph tree is traversed using caller
and callee chains of length four (i.e., we look at methods that called or
were called by the IR returned method four levels up or down the call
graph).

A pre-study analysis determined that a chain of length four

balanced manual work and decaying level of relevancy.


Local Class/Inheritance Analysis: Local class results are derived by
looking at the class that contains the IR returned method. This class is
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examined to determine whether it contains any other methods that are
affected by the bug. Inheritance results are derived in a similar way.
3.3.1.4 Summary of Results
Our case studies were performed on the Rhino software system, an open source
implementation of JavaScript written in Java [32]. Version 1.5 release 5 (1.5R5) was
chosen for analysis, as this release has a large number of documented bugs (35 total).
Each of the bugs used in our case studies were mapped by hand to all respective affected
methods. This means that we know each set of methods that must be altered to fix each
bug – in essence, the “solution” to each bug. Therefore, we can compare the results of
our IR techniques to a complete solution set of bug affected functions to determine
accuracy and reliability.
For each of these studies, we use the methodology outlined in 4.1 to perform our
IR analysis. The corpus for both IR techniques consisted of 1,780 documents, each
representing a unique method. To determine the best dimensionality and/or iterations for
LSI and LDA, we ran both techniques using a variety of settings. For LSI, it was
determined that a dimensionality measure of 25 clusters was the most effective at
returning the largest number of highly ranked methods. For LDA, a dimensionality
measure of 75 topics along with a sampling count of 200 iterations was best.
Queries for each of the cases follow the same methodology used in [26]. These
queries are formulated using information extracted from the bug title and description
contained within bug reports in the Rhino bug repository. The inclusion of semantic
information from bug reports was limited to these sections as they are the most
semantically relevant to code.
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Each query was formed using the following process:
1. Extract keywords manually from the bug title
2. Extract relevant keywords found in the bug report summary
3. Include useful variants of keywords (e.g., adding parse in addition to parser)
4. Include common abbreviations (e.g., eol for end-of-line)
5. Add words that may be related to the bug (e.g., day in addition to daylight savings
time).
First Relevant Method
The goal of this case study is to determine whether the “gold standard”
assumption regarding the first relevant method (see Chapter 1) is reliable. For this study,
we ran each query against the corpus using LDA and LSI and used the ranked results to
obtain the first relevant method returned. The first 500 returned methods (out of 1,780
total) were analyzed to determine whether a relevant method was present. Our sample
size was limited to 500 because correlations between the query and methods deeper than
this point generally become too low to be considered reasonable. Out of the 35 bug
queries that were performed, LDA found a relevant method for 32, while LSI located 31
relevant methods.
Our results show that FRMs, when combined with structural techniques, are very
effective starting points for locating further relevant methods. As illustrated in Figure
3.1, the combination of IR-based and structural analysis techniques allows location of at
least a partially complete group of relevant methods for 95% (60/63) of the bugs.
Results returned solely by the IR technique could only locate the complete bug
affected method set 39% (24/63) of the time. The addition of combined call graph and
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local class analysis (inheritance did not provide useful additions in this case) on the FRM
allows added relevant method information to be gathered for an additional 56% of the
bug set.

FRM Completes
39%

CG Assists
46%

No additional
methods found
5%

LC Assists
10%

Figure 3.1: Success rate for locating partial sets of relevant methods using first
relevant method (LDA and LSI) + ST
When we examined the “gold standard” accuracy measure, which assumes that all
relevant methods can be located using FRM, our results show a lower degree of success.
As illustrated in Figure 3.2, the combined FRM, call graph, and local class information
are able to assist in locating the complete set of all methods affected by a bug for 59%
(37/63) of the bugs in our sample set. These results demonstrate that the FRM “gold
standard” is effective, but only for slightly more than half of the bugs in this project.
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Incomplete
Relevant Method
Set
41%

FRM Completes
38%

Call Graph + Local
Class Complete
14%

Call Graph
Completes
7%

Figure 3.2: Success rate for locating complete sets of relevant methods using first
relevant method (LDA and LSI) + ST
Example of FRM analysis: Both IR techniques returned ScriptRunTime.name as
the FRM for bug #254915. When mapped to the code, this bug affects a total of seven
functions. Using the “gold standard” assumption, we extended the IR results using
structural techniques (ST). The addition of call graphs enabled us to find one other
function containing part of the bug, Interpreter.Interpret. When local class information
was included, we were able to locate four more functions affected by the bug within the
ScriptRunTime class.
However, one affected method, BodyCodeGen.visitSetName could not be located
with this technique. Table 3.1 shows the methods found by the addition of each
structural technique. Lightly shaded cells indicate a method that could not be located
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with a technique, while dark cells indicate a method already located by a previous
technique.
Table 3.1: Example of Located Methods Affected by Bug #254915
Method

IR

ScriptRunTime.name
Found
Interpreter.Interpret
ScriptRunTime.bind
ScriptRunTime.getBase
ScriptRunTime.getNameFunctionAndThis
ScriptRunTime.setName
BodyCodeGen.visitSetName

Call
Graph

Local
Class

Inheritance

Found
Found
Found
Found
Found

The results of this analysis show that the FRM is a good starting point for partial
bug localization when combined with structural analysis techniques. However, in the
context of our “gold standard,” we can only conclude that this standard is capable of
yielding a complete set of bug affected methods for approximately two-thirds of bugs in
Rhino. To clarify, using FRM and structural analysis techniques will generally allow us
to locate some, but not all of the places in the code that must be changed in order to fix
the bug.
First Method Returned
For the second study, we follow a process similar to that of the first study;
however, instead of looking through the returned results to find the FRM, we instead
gather the method information for only the first method returned - the method that,
according to the IR technique, bears the highest similarity to the query. Because we
gather the first method that is returned in this analysis, each bug is associated with a
returned method, so our sample size is 35 bugs for both LDA and LSI.
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We perform the same structural analysis techniques as previously discussed on
this set of data. However, since this case study focuses on the accuracy of each IR
technique’s FMR, rather than the accuracy of the FRM “gold standard,” we divide our
visualizations to show the differences between results returned by LDA and LSI.

FMR Directly
Relevant
8%

No Assistance
Added by ST
46%

Call Graph
Assists
29%

Local Class
Assists
14%

Inheritance
Assists
3%

Figure 3.3: Accuracy of first method returned (FMR) by LSI + ST
In order to measure accuracy, we use the data provided by structural analysis to
determine whether the FMR can be used to reach methods related to the bug, regardless
of whether the FMR itself is a directly relevant method (i.e., one that contains part of the
bug). If the FMR does not contain the bug, but can still be used to reach all or part of the
bug, then the FMR is indirectly relevant to the bug.
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Our results show that the combination of structural techniques with both IR
techniques provides significant extension to the FMR alone. As Figure 3.3 denotes,
LSI’s FMR was solely sufficient to locate relevant methods that correspond with 8%
(3/35) of the sample set of bugs. However, the addition of all three structural techniques
(CG, CG+LC, all) increases the number of bugs for which a relevant method can be
located to 54% (19/35).
Results for LDA are similar. As Figure 3.4 denotes, LDA’s FMR is solely
sufficient to locate a relevant method for 3% (1/25) of the bug sample set. However,
adding all three structural techniques increases the number of bugs for which a relevant
method can be located to 63% (22/35).
Combining IR and structural techniques also achieves some success in locating
sets containing all methods affected by a bug. LSI plus structural techniques is capable
of locating all affected methods for 25% (9/35) of the bug set. LDA performed similarly
in this area, also locating all affected methods for 25% of the bug set. The results of this
analysis show that FMR can be an effective starting point for locating methods affected
by a bug.
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FMR Directly
Relevant
3%

No Assistance
Added by ST
37%

Call Graph
Assists
28%

Inheritance
Assists
3%

Local Class
Assists
29%

Figure 3.4: Accuracy of first method returned (FMR) by LDA + ST
These studies indicate that both the first relevant method and the first method
returned can be used to assist in bug localization. However, we can conclude that the
FRM “gold standard” is not a highly reliable assumption. As we have found, extending
the FRM using structural techniques is only capable of locating a full set of relevant
methods 60% of the time. Therefore, the “gold standard” technique only produces the
assumed results for slightly less than two-thirds of the bugs in the Rhino software.
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3.3.2 Using Information Retrieval Techniques to Classify Clones
Section Summary – Preliminary Work
Tairas and Gray [8] previously examined the use of latent semantic indexing
(LSI) in finding relationships between clone sets. In this research, we replicate the
original Tairas and Gray (Tairas-Gray) study using LDA and compare our hybrid
approach, employing CCFinderX and LDA, to Tairas-Gray’s original hybrid approach,
employing CCFinderX and LSI. Thus, one goal of our analysis is to determine if the
clustering of clone sets using LDA aids in the comprehension of clones. The second goal
of our analysis is to compare clone clustering using LDA to clone clustering using LSI, to
determine the advantages and/or disadvantages of LDA versus LSI for the task of clone
clustering. We conclude that our LDA based approach is effective at enhancing the
comprehension and categorization of CCFinderX’s results. We also determine that LDA
has some advantages over LSI in categorizing clones.
A more extensive description of this study was submitted to the Journal of
Software: Evolution and Process in 2012.
3.3.2.1 Hybrid Clone Categorization Research Methodology
Our study, and the original Tairas-Gray study [8] examined clones taken from the
Windows Research Kernel version 1.0, which is written in the C programming language.
Microsoft made this kernel available for teaching and research.
This kernel is grouped into several separate directories. Tairas-Gray thought that
more interesting clones would be grouped into directories representing focused operating
system functionalities. Thus, they selected the top five directories in the Windows
Research Kernel source that contained the most clone sets. These directories were the
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Memory Management directory, the Registry Configuration directory, the Process/Thread
support directory, the Security Functions directory, and the I/O Management directory. A
combination of all five of these directories was also examined.
Similarly to Tairas-Gray, we examined different selected directories of the
Windows Research Kernel, both separately and together. These directories were the
Memory Management (MM) directory, the Process/Thread support directory, the
Security Functions (SE) directory, and the I/O Management (IO) directory. We
compared our results to those of Tairas-Gray over these directories.
The Tairas-Gray methodology [8] used several freely available third-party tools to
derive results. Among these were CCFinderX, derbyDB, srcML, and Cluto. Matlab was
used to perform SVD. The original Tairas-Gray Process used a small java application
developed by Robert Tairas to do manipulation of data between each of the third-party
tools.
Figure 3.5 denotes the flow of the Tairas-Gray methodology, as well as the
changes that were made to create our methodology that incorporates LDA.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of methodologies

The original Tairas-Gray research methodology was as follows:
Step 1. Clone detection was performed using CCFinderX.


The token ranges (representing clone pairs) provided by CCFinderX were
converted into line numbers within files. Using this line number information, the
code fragments representing clones were retrieved.



One record was stored in a database for each clone in a clone group.

Step 2. Clone groups were filtered


Clone groups were divided into those that were contained completely within one
directory, and those that contained cross-directory clones.



Some clone groups were subsets of other clone groups. These subsets were
removed.
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Step 3. Identifier names were extracted from the clone code fragments


The srcML tool was used to extract identifier (e.g., variable and function) names
that would be needed for the LSI analysis. The srcML tool converts source code
into an XML-based abstract syntax tree from which the identifiers can be
extracted.

Step 4. A term document matrix is generated. A term document matrix describes the
frequency that terms that occur in each document, over a set of documents.


In this context, a “document” is a clone group. A “term” is an identifier.



A term document matrix is generated for each of the separate directories.



A term document matrix is generated overall for all directories taken together.

Step 5. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the term-document matrix is
performed. Tairas-Gray performed SVD using Matlab.
Step 6. Clustering the clone sets


The clone groups represented in the approximate matrix were clustered based on
the similarities of their vectors in the matrix. This was done with Cluto, using
repeated bisections clustering, which calculated the cosine of the two vectors.

Step 7. Generating cluster reports


The clusters were manually analyzed to determine trends and associations.

3.3.2.2 Our Methodology
Our methodology, similar to that of Tairas-Gray [8], uses the tools CCFinderX, derbyDB,
and srcML, but replaces Cluto and Matlab, which are used to perform LSI, with the freely
available GibbsLDA++ tool to perform LDA.
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As mentioned previously, the original Tairas-Gray methodology used a small java
application developed by Tairas to do manipulation of data between each of the thirdparty tools. Our methodology uses a modified version of this java application that
formats the data as required for the GibbsLDA++ tool. Our research methodology was as
follows:
Step 1. Clone Detection


Duplicate of original methodology – Step 1.

Step 2. Clone Class Filtering


Duplicate of original methodology – Step 2.

Step 3. Source Code XML Representation


Duplicate of original methodology – Step 3.

Step 4. Generating input appropriate for the LDA Analysis


Analysis data is contained in two locations – source code is contained within
XML files, clone data within a Derby Database.



Our modified version Tairas’ java application is used to extract the identifiers and
data types from the XML source that matched the sections of code stored in the
Derby Database.



Extracted data is converted into GibbsLDA++ input format. This format is a
simple text file that includes a document count on the first line, with words
separated by spaces and documents by new lines.
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Step 5. LDA Analysis to cluster the clone sets


The LDA analysis is performed using the GibbsLDA++.Once run, the
GibbsLDA++ provides a variety of data, including term-topic and topicdocument associations.



For our purposes, the “theta” file, which provides a set of topic-document
associations, provided our final results, consisting of a set of topics
generated by the GibbsLDA++.



Each document (a document being an instance of the clone code found in a
clone group, as generated by CCFinderX) is grouped into these topics and
tagged with a probability rating that denotes the likelihood that a
document is associated with the topic. This data gives us an idea of which
clone classes may be related to other clone classes.



Results are formatted to allow comparison of our results to the results from
the original Tairas-Gray methodology.

Step 6. Generating cluster reports and comparing to Tairas-Gray results.


The clusters are manually analyzed to determine trends and associations.



Also, mapping of clone clusters to those clusters from Tairas-Gray results
is performed to determine which clusters are most closely related (in terms
of which clone sets were included in a cluster).



Comparison between our results and those of Tairas-Gray is performed
over each cluster.

It is important to note that, for ease of comparisons sake, the term “cluster” has
been used so far to refer to a grouping of clones provided by both LSI and LDA.
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However, LDA clusters are generally referred to as “topics” rather than clusters, as the
LDA analysis attempts to determine the latent topic(s) within a document and group
documents together according to similar topics. In order to compare the two
methodologies, we performed the LDA analysis for each directory using a topic count
that is identical to the cluster count of the Tairas-Gray paper.
Similarly to Tairas-Gray, we examined different selected directories of the
Windows Research Kernel, both separately and together. These directories were the
Memory Management (MM) directory, the Process/Thread support directory, the
Security Functions (SE) directory, and the I/O Management (IO) directory. In the TairasGray paper, they planned to also examine the Registry Configuration directory.
However, their paper discussed how the Registry Configuration directory contained
primarily clone sets from within a single file. Thus they did not provide a clone cluster
analysis of their results. For this reason, we were unable to compare the results of our
methodology to those of Tairas-Gray over the Registration Configuration directory.
Figure 3.6 through Figure 3.9 represent the results from the MM directory. Figure
3.10 shows results from the PS directory. Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 are from the SE
directory, and Figure 3.13and Figure 3.14 are from the IO directory.
In these figures, the (0.1) in the captions represent the probability for that LDA
grouping. We used 0.1 as the probability for all cases. Pre-study analysis, as well as
information from other research [18], caused us to draw the conclusion that the 0.1
probability mark was the best compromise between eliminating “noise” in the data and
harvesting relevant data.
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Note that in the text and tables below, we use the terms “LSI” and “LDA” for
conciseness: when we refer to “LSI” what we are talking about is Tairas-Gray’s LSIbased methodology, and when we refer to “LDA” we are referring to our own LDAbased methodology. Also, in the text when we refer to the “main cluster” we are
referring to the items that were grouped together by both LSI and LDA. When we talk
about “overgeneration” of clone sets, we mean that one of the methodologies is
identifying a clone set as part of a cluster, but that clone set should not have been
included within the cluster, that the clone set is erroneously identified as part of the
cluster.
In section 3.3.2.3, we compare our results of our methodology to that of TairasGray for each separate directory. To clarify what these comparisons mean in terms of
real code, in the appendix we provide specific code examples describing some actual
situations where LSI performed well, where LSI did not perform well, where LDA
performed well, and where LDA did not perform well.
Table 3.2: Legend for Directory Figures
Bold

Green
S
Yellow
Red
D
Grey

Bold items (in the clone group header/title) represent clones grouped together by both LSI and
LDA (a “main cluster”)
~>50% similarity (“worth looking at”)
One clone is syntactically a sub-clone of the other. (Only found in green items.)
~25% to 50% similarity “maybe a few cloned lines”
No real connection. One to two lines cloned, but similarity is negligible.
Two to three contiguous cloned lines within a larger section. (Only found in red items.)
Item compared it itself.

The LSI and LDA columns contain clone group numbers where the clone groups were UNIQUELY
identified by either LSI or LDA.
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3.3.2.3 Hybrid Clone Categorization Research Results
Memory Management Directory
In the Memory Management directory, Tairas-Gray examined clusters MM-1, MM-11,
MM-13, and MM-22.
In the Tairas-Gray results, cluster MM-1 contained 3 unique clone sets out of 9
clone sets. These clone sets were in a single file related to memory page allocation. The
code in these clones checked paged and non-paged memory pools for availability, and for
exceeding high or low thresholds. When a threshold is passed, a signal flag is set
indicating a paged event has occurred. The differences in the code between high
thresholds vs. low thresholds were primarily the choice of > or < operators, and whether a
high page event is set (or checked) or a low page event is set (or checked).
The comparison of the Tairas-Gray results to the results of our methodology for
cluster MM-1 are shown in Figure 3.6. Here we see that out of 11 total clone sets, 9 were
identified by both LSI and LDA (these are the ones in boldface type, 554, 912, 913, 921,
922, 954, 1011, 1097). LDA identified an additional 3 clone sets (1138, 1728, 1763). Of
these, from our manual analysis, clone set 1138 is a fairly good match (> approx. 50%
similarity of code lines). For the other two, there is “some” similarity but not perhaps a
very good match. Our conclusion here is that LDA does provide some good additional
clustering in this case, but that perhaps there was some overgeneration of clustering
(some sets were perhaps better left out).
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LDA

554
912
913
921
922
954
1011
1097
1138
1728
1763

LSI

1138
1728
1763

Figure 3.6: MM Directory: Clone Group MM-1 vs. Clone Group (T-4) (0.1)
In the Tairas-Gray results (2009), cluster MM-11 contained 8 unique clone sets
out of 12 clone sets. These clones tested page mapping properties, and were scattered
among seven different files. Tairas-Gray noted that two clone sets that should have been
in this cluster were instead in a different (unspecified in the Tairas-Gray paper) cluster.
The comparison of the Tairas-Gray results to the results of our methodology for
cluster MM-11 are shown in Figure 3.7. Here, out of the 12 total clone sets, all 12 were
identified by both LSI and LDA (338, 573, 676, 1481, 1519, 1742, 1753, 1827, 1828,
1831, 1852, 1864). Six additional clone sets were identified by LDA (114, 116, 155, 359,
1473, 1659). None of the LDA identified clone sets appear to be a good match to the
main clusters. However, two sub-clusters appear within the additional LDA results (114,
116 and 155, 359). Our conclusion here is that LDA provides similar results to LSI, but
also suffers from some overgeneration of clustering. However, information from either
of these two clusters is useful.
In the Tairas-Gray results (2009), cluster MM-13 consisted of 9 unique clone sets
from a total of 14 clone sets. These were from files related to virtual memory
management. For most of these clone sets, the clones contained code that obtained the
base address and size of the allocated page region (there were three different versions of
this).
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LDA

338
573
676
1481
1519
1742
1753
1827
1828
1831
1852
1864
114
116
155
359
1473
1659

LSI

114
S

116
155
359
1473
1659

Figure 3.7: MM Directory: Clone Groups (MM-11) vs. Clone Groups (T-27) (0.1)
The comparison of the Tairas-Gray results to the results of our methodology for
cluster MM-13 are shown in Figure 3.8. We see out of the 22 total clone sets, 12
identified by both LSI and LDA. Two additional clone sets were identified by LSI. One
of these is a good match; the other is not. LDA identified 7 additional clone sets. Most
of the LDA-identified clone sets are not a good match to the main cluster. Four of them
have some overlap (447, 448, 572, 382) with one of the other clone sets, but otherwise
there is very little similarity. However, note what amounts to a separate cluster (447,
448, 572, 1208) is identified by LDA. Thus in this situation, we think that LDA adds
some considerable additional information. It would perhaps have been better if this
“separate” cluster had really been identified separately rather than as part of the whole.
However, there is some overlap between these and the main cluster, so it is still
reasonable to group these together. Our conclusion, therefore, is for this reason LDA did
a better job of clustering than did LSI in this particular case.
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LDA

34
195
250
251
361
441
449
450
451
591
786
1146
215
382
447
448
572
885
929
1208
1647
1693

LSI

215
382

D

D

447
448
572
885
929
1208

D S

1647
1693

Figure 3.8: MM Directory: Clone Groups (MM-13) vs. Clone Groups (T-21) (0.1)
In the Tairas-Gray results (2009), cluster MM-22 contained 8 unique clone sets
out of 9 clone sets. Most of this code is called during system initialization. Several of the
clone sets (6 out of 8) initialized a page and mapped it to a page table entry. Some clones
used one function for both initialization and for setting the page table entry, while other
clones used a different initialization function, which did not itself set the page table entry;
rather, the page table entry was set separately in the code. Some of the clones differed in
that some were a one time execution, and some were within a loop.
The comparison of the Tairas-Gray results to the results of our methodology for
cluster MM-22 are shown in Figure 3.9. Out of the 19 total clone sets, 4 were identified
by both LSI and LDA. LSI identified an additional 5 clone sets. 2 of these had “some”
similarity to the main cluster (399 and 1448). The other 3 sets had little reason to be
included with the main cluster. LDA included an additional 10 clone sets. Two of these
formed a small “separate” cluster (733 and 944). There was not a particularly good
argument for this small separate cluster being included with the main cluster, however.
LSI and LDA thus both did some “overgeneration” of clustering (some sets would have
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better been left out). LDA did worse overgeneration, but the additional “separate” cluster
could be beneficial. Our conclusion here is that the clustering results for both are

365
858
1123
1193
97
274
302
334
399
691
733
781
944
964
1141
1259
1335
1448
1527

somewhat marginal.

LSI

LDA
97
274
302
334

399
D

691

S

733
781
S

944
964
1141
1259
1335
1448

D

D D

1527

Figure 3.9: MM Directory: Clone Groups (MM-22) vs. Clone Groups (T-28) (0.1)
Process/Thread Support Directory
In the Process/Thread Support directory, Tairas-Gray examined two clone clusters, PS-0
and PS-9.
In the Tairas-Gray results (2009), cluster PS-0 contained 4 unique clone sets out
of 8 total clone sets. These clone sets perform tasks related to looping through an array
of pointers to callout routines and notifying these callout routines in the case of image,
process, or thread creation or deletion. One separate task employed very similar looping
structure/code to remove one callout routine from a callout list.
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The results for our methodology compared to the original Tairas-Gray
methodology for cluster PS-0 were identical, so we do not present those results in a
figure.
In the Tairas-Gray results (2009), cluster PS-9 examined 7 unique clone sets out
of 7 total clone sets. One pair of clone sets contained thread context accessor (get and
set) functions. Another pair contained resume/suspend functions. Both of these clone
sets employed similar code to reference a thread or process, to get/set context or
resume/suspend process, and to generate a function return value consisting of the

LSI

LDA

12
142
840
1379
1561
127
495
496
498
640
729
1159
1546

execution status.

127
495
496
498
640
729
1159
1546

Figure 3.10: PS Directory: Clone Groups (PS-9) vs. Clone Groups (T-19) (0.1)
The comparison of the Tairas-Gray results to the results of our methodology for
cluster PS-9 are shown in Figure 3.10. Here, out of the 13 total clone sets, 4 were
identified by both LSI and LDA (12, 142, 840, 1379, 1561). LSI identified an additional
2 clone sets. Neither of these two clone sets had a good argument for being included with
the main cluster. LDA identified an additional 6 clone sets. Two of these (127 and 640)
clearly belong with the main cluster, while the other four do not. What amounts to a
“separate” cluster is also provided by these LDA-identified clone sets (495, 496, 498,
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729). Thus LDA does give additional useful clustering information, although the
inclusion of this cluster with the main cluster is perhaps debatable. The LSI results
clearly show “overgeneration” of clustering that is not very useful, whereas the additional
LDA-identified clustering, although not very related to the main cluster, is useful itself.
Our conclusion, therefore, is for this reason LDA did a somewhat better job of clustering
than did LSI in this particular case.
Security Functions Directory
In the Tairas-Gray paper, they looked at two clone clusters, Cluster SE-0 and Cluster SE7.
In the Tairas-Gray results (2009), cluster SE-0 examined 2 unique clone sets out
of 2 total clone sets. SE-0 looked at clone sets in two files related to the audit policy for
security auditing, in which the audit policy determined which properties should be
included for future audits. These files contained a sequence of conditional statements
where one sequence performed a counting function, and the other sequence copied
information.
The results for our methodology compared to the original Tairas-Gray
methodology for Cluster SE-0 were identical, so we do not present those results in a
figure.
In the Tairas-Gray results, cluster SE-7 contained 2 unique clone sets out of 4
total clone sets (2009). SE-7 examined a file related to security audit and alarm
procedures. There were 6 clones in 6 different functions in this file. Tairas-Gray
identified 4 clone sets containing these clones. These clones performed an array
initialization of an array containing audit parameters. There were two unique groups of
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clone sets in the Tairas-Gray analysis. The comparison of the Tairas-Gray results to the
results of our methodology for Cluster SE-7 are shown in Figure 3.11.
The comparison of the Tairas-Gray results to the results of our methodology for
cluster SE-7 are shown in Figure 3.11. We see that out of 18 total clone sets, 4 were
identified by both LSI and LDA (260. 391, 474, 1111). LSI did not identify any
additional clone sets (that is, LSI identified only the main cluster). LDA identified 14
additional clone sets. Of these, 4 sets (103, 475, 1112, 1121) clearly belong in the main
cluster. What amounts to a “separate” cluster is also identified by LDA (103, 1057,
1058, 1112, 1121). Since of this “separate” cluster, 103 is also grouped with the main
cluster, it makes sense (by “transitivity”) to include this “separate” cluster with the main
cluster. Yet another “separate” cluster is also identified by LDA (674, 1066, 1067, 1112,
1121, 1297, 1419). By what you might call “double transitivity” (that is, 1112 is related
to 103 which clearly belongs to the main cluster; 1121 is related to 103 which clearly
belongs to the main cluster), it also makes sense for this other “separate” cluster to be
included with the main cluster. LDA also identifies two other clone sets for which there
is a lesser argument for including them with the main cluster (1421, 1542). However,
there is some overlap between 1421 and 1542 themselves. Also, there is overlap between
both of them and 674, and again some overlap between 1542 and 1297, 1542 and 1419.
Again invoking the concept of transitivity, it is reasonable to include these other clone
sets with the main cluster. One other clone set is identified by LDA (787). This one
clearly belongs with 475, therefore again by “transitivity” it is reasonable to include this
clone set with the main cluster. Thus we argue that LDA is not performing
overgeneration in this case, all the additional clone sets truly do belong with the main
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cluster. Our conclusion, therefore, is LDA did a better job of clustering than did LSI in
this particular case.
In the Tairas-Gray result (2009), cluster SE-11 contained 11 unique clone sets out
of 13 total clone sets. SE-11 was exception handling code that was enclosed in a “try”
block. The only difference between these clones is the statement immediately preceding
the block—this statement determined the length of a security token that is determined by
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the exception. The rest of the code is identical between clones.
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Figure 3.11: SE Directory: Clone Groups (SE-7) vs. Clone Groups (T-5) (0.1)
The comparison of the Tairas-Gray results to the results of our methodology for
cluster SE-11 are shown in Figure 3.12. Out of the 17 total clone sets, 11 were identified
by both LSI and LDA (882, 883, 919,934, 935, 936, 1212, 1289, 1480, 1731). LSI
identified two additional clone sets. For clone set 1100, there is no good argument for
including this clone set with the main cluster, as it is clearly a case of overgeneration.
For clone set 1388, there is “some” argument for including this clone set with the main
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cluster, not a strong argument but some argument. For LDA, similarly, for clone set 1491
there is “some” argument (not strong) for including this clone set with the main cluster.
However, 1654, 1655, 1740 form what amounts to a “separate” cluster (1654, 1655,
1740). There is “some” argument for including this separate cluster with the main cluster
(based on connections between each of the clone sets in this separate cluster and several
items in the main cluster). Our conclusion, therefore, is for this reason LDA did a better
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1654

1388
1491

1731
1100

1479
1480

934
935

1289

LDA

936
1212

LSI
1100

919

882
883

job of clustering than did LSI in this particular case.

1388
1491
1654
1655
1740

Figure 3.12: SE Directory: Clone Groups (SE-11) vs. Clone Groups (T-3) (0.1)
I/O Management Directory
In the Tairas-Gray results (2009), cluster IO-0 contained 5 unique clone sets out of 5 total
clone sets. IO-0 consisted of linked list code. In one clone set, items were added to the
head or tail of a list. Another clone set contained list insertion functions, while another
clone set removed items from a list (within a loop).
The comparison of the Tairas-Gray results to the results of our methodology for
cluster IO-0 are shown in Figure 3.13. Here, out of the 8 total clone sets, 5 were
identified by both LSI and LDA (243, 438, 1317, 1369, 1636). LSI did not identify any
additional clone sets (that is, LSI identified only the main cluster). LDA identified 3
additional clone sets (212, 1069, 1182). None of these has a good argument for being
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included with the main cluster, so these are examples of “overgeneration.” Because of
this overgeneration by LDA, our conclusion here is that LDA did not do as good a job at
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clustering as did LSI.

212
1069
1182

Figure 3.13: IO Directory: Clone Groups (IO-0) vs. Clone Groups (T-5) (0.1)

In the Tairas-Gray results (2009), cluster IO-5 contained 16 unique clone sets out
of 24 clone sets. IO-5 code is related to the allocation and initialization of an I/O request
packet. The different clones vary in function parameters, in a Boolean conditional
statement, and in comments associated with the code.
The comparison of the Tairas-Gray results to the results of our methodology for
cluster IO-5 are shown in Figure 3.14. Here, out of the 24 total clone sets, 22 were
identified by both LSI and LDA (100, 219, 270, 329, 330, 331, 332, 417, 457, 499, 541,
542, 555, 556, 570, 615, 616, 617, 648, 708, 709, 710). LSI identified two additional
clone sets, for neither of these sets was there a good argument for their inclusion in this
cluster. Because of this overgeneration by LSI, our conclusion here is that LSI did not do
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as good a job at clustering as did LDA.

Figure 3.14: IO Directory: Clone Groups (IO-5) vs. Clone Groups (T-19) (0.1)
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Results Over All Directories
As in the Tairas-Gray results, the clone classes from all five directories were
analyzed with LDA to determine the level of relationships between the entire set of all
clone classes. Approximately one-third of the generated clusters contained clones classes
from the same directories. Table 3.3 provides the number of topics that contained clone
classes from a single directory, as well as the topic counts for the individual directories.
In analyzing cross-directory clones, we observed that the Memory Management
directory was the most likely to contain a clone spanning another directory (this occurred
in 22 clusters), while the PS directory was the least likely (6 clusters). The Config, I/O,
and SE directories contained cross-directory clones in 15, 14, and 12 clusters,
respectively. One notable observation was that the Config directory was crossed with the
MM directory for 10 of its 15 appearances in a cross-directory cluster. Likewise, the IO
directory crossed with the MM directory for 9 of its 14 appearances. It is also notable
that only 2 of the 50 clusters contained cross-directory clones from 4 directories, while no
cluster contained clones from all 5 directories.
The comparison to the Tairas-Gray results to the results of our LDA-based
methodology indicate that LSI clusters group clone classes together more tightly that
LDA topics. Such a result could indicate that the LDA results were, in some cases,
overgenerated, leading to extraneous data that is not relevant. However, such a result
could also indicate that the LDA method detected inter-directory clonse that were not
previously located by LSI.
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Table 3.3: Topics where all clone classes are from a single directory
Directory

30 Topics 50 Topics
4
11
Memory Management
3
3
Registry Configuration
0
1
Process/thread support
0
2
Security Functions
1
3
I/O Management
8
20
Total
3.3.2.4 Hybrid Clone Categorization Conclusions
One noteworthy observation from the comparison between these two methods is the
overlap between them. The LSI analysis identified a total of 107 clone groups that were
categorized in the different LSI clusters. Out of these 107 groups, LDA identified 95.
LDA identified an additional 53 clone groups spread throughout the various topics in
each directory. Out of those 53 additional groups, 20 of them exhibited at least some
correlation to the groups that are mutually identified by both LDA and LSI. Such results
suggest that LDA has some advantages in the way that it clusters clone groups over LSI’s
clustering.
Another interesting observation involves some of the sub-clusters that are located
within the LDA topics. For instance, clone groups 447, 448, 572, and 1208 that are
found clustered by LDA in the MM sub-directory Clone Group T-21 (LSI group MM-13,
Figure 3.8) exhibit high correlation with each other. However, these groups exhibit little
similarity to the groups that are mutually located by both LDA and LSI. Another
example of this occurs with clone groups 495, 496, 498, and 729 that are found clustered
by LDA in the PS sub-directory Clone group T-19 (LSI group PS-9, Figure 3.10). These
groups also exhibit high correlation with each other, but not with the mutually located
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groups. Several different instances of this also occur within the SE sub-directory, Clone
Group T-5 (LSI group SE-7, Figure 3.11). In this instance, multiple sub groups can be
found within the additional clustering results located by LDA.
A third observation involves the 33 clone groups that are found by LDA which do
not exhibit any type of correlation with those groups that are mutually clustered by both
IR methods. Clone group 1659, located in LDA Clone Group T-21 is one such group.
This section of code deals with computing and setting color values, while most code
segments within this group deal with testing a page mapping’s properties before
execution.

3.3.3 Clone Evolution
Section Summary – Clone Evolution
In this study, we examined several versions of Rhino, an open source
implementation of JavaScript written in Java, and determined that the cloning
phenomenon is present within this software. We considered clone evolution – the
changes observed in clones between each version of a software system.
A description of this study was published in the 16th IASTED International
Conference on Software Engineering and Applications in November, 2012.
3.3.3.1 Introduction
Recently, much work has been done in the realm of program comprehension
involving analysis of open source software projects. One such project is Rhino, an open
source implementation of JavaScript written in Java. Rhino has been studied from
multiple perspectives, including concept and feature location [33], requirements tracing
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[34], and bug localization using information retrieval [18]. While a great deal of study
has been done on Rhino from these various program comprehension perspectives, we
have been unable to locate an analysis of code clones that exist within Rhino. To assist in
further understanding Rhino, we will perform such an analysis.
3.3.3.2 Clone Evolution Research Methodology and Results
For our purposes, we analyze each version of the Rhino source using CCFinderX
version 10.2.7.4 with the following parameters: min_length=50, chunk_size=60M,
block_shaper=2, and minimum_size_of_token_set=12. These parameters are defaults
within CCFinderX, and are also found in other literature [12].
In order to gain a view of the Rhino project as a whole, we extracted several
metrics from our analysis of each individual version and averaged each metric. For Table
3.4, Table 3.6, and Table 3.8, values of Min., Max., and Avg. are averages of measures
across all versions of Rhino.
The first set of metrics are file metrics, which provide a look at how clones affect
files as a whole, and how clone coupling occur between files. A detailed description of
these metrics can be found in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: CCFinderX Clone Metrics Per File
Metric
CLN
NBR(f)
RSA(f)
RSI (f)
CVR (f)
RNR (f)

Description
Total count of clones per file.
Count of files that include one or more cloned fragments related to the file f.
Ratio of tokens of file f that are covered by a clone located in another file.
Ratio of tokens that are covered by a clone enclosed within the file f. An RSI
value close to 100%, indicates that a file may contain a series of similar
methods.
Ratio of tokens in file f that are covered by any clone. By definition,
max(RSA, RSI) ≤ CVR ≤ RSA+RSI.
Ratio of non-repeated code. A value near 0 indicates the code may be
repetition of simple statements and/or definitions.
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Table 3.5: File Metrics for Rhino Clones
Name
CLN
NBR
RSA
RSI
CVR
RNR

Min.

Avg.
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.2489

2.5615
1.1599
0.0385
0.0929
0.1172
0.9272

Max.
37.0000
11.9375
0.5023
0.4260
0.5615
1.0000

Table 3.5 lists the average of file metrics between all versions of Rhino. The CLN
metric indicates that clones are present within Rhino, with an average of 2.56 per file. On
average, these clones appear to be contained single files (NBR). RSA and RSI averages
confirm this, indicating that inter-file clones do exist (3.8% tokens), but intra-file clones
are more frequent (9.3% of tokens). The CVR and RNR metrics indicate that that large
majority of code is not cloned (average of 11.7% of tokens covered by clones).
The second set of metrics provide specific information about code that is cloned.
A detailed description of these metrics can be found in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6: CCFinderX Clone Set Metrics
Metric
LEN
POP
NIF
RAD
RNR
TKS
LOOP,
COND,
McCabe

Description
Token length of the clone.
Count of occurrences of a clone.
Count of source files that include one or more code fragments of
the code clone. By definition, NIF <= POP.
Range of fragments of a clone in the directory hierarchy. A value of
0 indicates all fragments of a clone are located within one file.
Ratio of tokens not included in repeated instances of a clone.
Size of the set of tokens in an instance of the clone. A small TKS
value indicates code simplicity, such as a series of declaration of
variables.
LOOP is defined as count of loops in a code fragment, COND is
defined as count of conditional branches, and McCabe = LOOP +
COND.
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Table 3.7: Clone Set Metrics for Rhino Clones
Name
LEN
POP
NIF
RAD
RNR
TKS
LOOP
COND
McCabe

Min.

Average
102.3241
2.6759
1.4629
0.3226
0.5069
17.2186
0.1303
2.3593
2.4896

50.0000
2.0000
1.0000
0.0000
0.0706
12.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

Max.
558.8750
23.5000
10.1875
5.0625
1.0000
30.7500
2.0000
19.6875
19.6875

Though the setting for minimum token length of a clone was 50, LEN indicates
that the average is well above that minimum, as shown in Table 3.7. POP indicates most
clones appear to occur between two to three times, while NIF confirms our conclusions
from the NBR file metric. RAD also indicates that most clones in Rhino can be found
within the same file, or in multiple files in the same directory. We observe from RNR that
instances of clones are moderately different, on average. The TKS, LOOP, COND, and
McCabe’s metrics indicate most Rhino clones are moderately complex.
The third set of metrics in our analysis are line-based metrics, which provide more
elementary information about line counts of the code and clones found therein.
description of these metrics is found in Table 3.8.
Table 3.8: CCFinderX Line-based Metrics
Metric
LOC
SLOC
CLOC
CVRL

Description
Raw line count of source files.
Line count excluding lines without valid tokens.
Count of lines including at least one token of a code fragment of a
code clone.
Ratio of the lines including a token of a code fragment of a code
clone.
CVRL = CLOC / SLOC.
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Table 3.9: Line-Based Metrics for Rhino Clones
Name
LOC
SLOC
CLOC
CVRL

Min.
42.06
0.00
0.00
0.00

Average
477.61
292.13
28.46
0.10

Max.
4115.06
3201.63
373.44
0.56

Total
62982.06
38497.06
3706.50
------------

We see from the results in Table 3.9 that, on average, about 9.8% of lines of code
in Rhino containing valid tokens also contain clones.
Another measure of clones found within Rhino can be quantified using the clone
typing system, outlined by Roy et al [4]. This system divides clones into the following
categories, with each progressively increasing category including all types from previous
categories:


Type-1 – Identical instances of a clone, varying only in spacing, layout, or
comments.



Type-2 – Syntactically identical statements that vary in identifiers, literals, types.



Type-3 – Copied fragments that are then altered through addition or deletion of
code.



Type-4 – Code sections that are semantically identical, but different in their
syntactical makeup.

We will focus on Type-1 and Type-2 clones, as CCFinderX is unable to thoroughly
analyze and filter all Type-3 clones [12]. Presently, there are no tools that are capable of
thoroughly analyzing a source for Type-4 clones. However, some work has been done in
using information retrieval based methods to extract semantic information [8].
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Type 1 Clones
While easiest to detect, Type-1 clones are generally found most infrequently in
well coded software. In the Rhino system, we observe that Type-1 clones follow this
generalization.
Figure 3.15 is an example of a Type-1 clone that was located in Rhino. Generally,
clones of Type-1 classification were found embedded within functions that performed
extremely similar, but slightly divergent tasks upon highly related data. In Figure 3.15,
the cloned code is responsible for performing operations upon a time and date value
within two separate functions. One instance of this clone is found within the makeTime
function, the second within the makeDate function.
if (args.length == 0)
args=ScriptRuntime.padArguments(args, 1);
for (i = 0; i < args.length && i < maxargs; i++) {
conv[i] = ScriptRuntime.toNumber(args[i]);
if (conv[i]!= conv[i]||Double.isInfinite(conv[i])) {
d.date = ScriptRuntime.NaN;
return d.date;
}
conv[i] = ScriptRuntime.toInteger(conv[i]);
}
Figure 3.15: Type-1 Clone in Rhino 1.4R3
Type 2 Clones
Though Type-2 clones are more difficult to detect, CCFinderX is still capable of
fully detecting all occurrences of Type-2 clones within a software project. These clones
tend to present themselves more frequently, even in well coded software. One reason
may be due to the mentally deceptive nature of this type of “copy/paste” action. To
elaborate, a Type-1 clone is a directly copied and pasted piece of code. While it is
possible for a programmer to write two identical sections of code independently and not
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realize it, the much more likely cause would be the copy/paste action. Such an action
should generally be a mental trigger for encapsulating the copied code within a method to
prevent duplication. However, in the case of Type-2 clones, we see code that contains
slight differences of which a programmer may be less aware.
The majority of clones detected by CCFinderX within Rhino can be classified as
Type-2 clones. The variance within clone instances spans from variance of a single
identifier or literal, sometimes even a single character, to instances where most
identifiers, literals, and types are different. Figure 3.16 shows a short clone found within
the NativeDate class that deals with returning formatted date information. Seven
instances of this clone exist within close proximity to each other inside a switch
statement. Sections of the code that vary between instances are notated in bold.

case Id_getMonth:
case Id_getUTCMonth:
if (t == t) {
if (id == Id_getMonth) t =
LocalTime(t);
t = MonthFromTime(t);
}
return ScriptRuntime.wrapNumber(t);
Figure 3.16: Type-2 Clone in Rhino 1.6R3 NativeDate Class
A second Type-2 clone example is found spanning two classes, UintMap and
ObjToIntMap. Two functions, one in each class, are identical, barring function names
and a few identifier differences. Figure 3.17 shows code from the first of these functions,
with the varying identifiers in bold.
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public UintMap(int initialCapacity) {
if (initialCapacity < 0) Kit.codeBug();
int minimalCapacity = initialCapacity *
4/3;
int i;
for (i = 2; (1 << i) < minimalCapacity; ++i)
{}
power = i;
if (check && power < 2) Kit.codeBug();
}
Figure 3.17: Type-2 Clone in Rhino 1.6R3 UIntMap Class
Other, short instances of Type-2 clones are also plentiful within all versions of the
Rhino source. Though some clones may not be long enough to even be considered as
true clones, we include an example of one such clone because of the relatively high
frequency of these “short” Type-2 clones. Figure 3.18 contains a single line clone, of
which 13 instances exist in the TokenStream and NativeMath classes, the only differences
being two literals and a single identifier, notated in bold.

case 'L': if (s.charAt(2)=='2' && s.charAt(1)=='N')
{id=Id_LN2; break L0;} break L;
Figure 3.18: Type-2 Clone in Rhino 1.6R3 UIntMap Class
Other Observations about Rhino Clones
Though several interesting characteristics of the Rhino source have already been
noted, the prevailing number of certain “shapes” of clones is cause for further
observation. The following are some other interesting properties of the clones within
Rhino:
1) Switch Clones – we observed that a large number of clone sets, especially those
that have high POP counts, are embedded within switch statements. While some
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statements are nearly trivial (such as Figure 3.18), others are more substantial
(such as Figure 3.16). Some clone instances have POP counts in the high 20s.
2) Type Conversion Clones – because Rhino is a Javascript interpreter, a large
number of clones dealing with conversion of mathematics, strings, date/time, and
other data types are present. Many times, dealing with such conversions requires
functions that perform identically on a semantic level, but are classified as Type-2
or Type 3 clones. Often times these clone instances differ by a single identifier.
3) Overloaded Function Clones – CCFinderX locates a number of cloned fragments
contained in different instances of overloaded functions. Though these clones are
occasionally qualified as Type-3 clones (with lined internally added or removed),
most are Type-2 clones, with differing code at the beginning or end of the
function.
3.3.3.3 Rhino Clone Evolution Observations
To completely investigate the nature of clones within Rhino, a study of clone
evolution was also conducted. In order to study this phenomenon, Type-1 and Type-2
clones were inspected and traced throughout their evolution between versions of Rhino.
Our study of evolution spans all available builds of Rhino, from version 1.4R3 to 1.7R3,
a total of 16 versions.
Between versions, clone sets will usually experience one or more of four
phenomena – mutual evolution, inconsistent evolution, mutual destruction, or branching.
Mutual Evolution
The most common type of clone evolution that was observed in Rhino is mutual
evolution. This type of evolution occurs when clone sets remain identical between
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versions. The usual presentation of such evolution occurs in one of two ways – the clone
set remains unchanged (i.e., they are identical between versions), or the clones change,
but the changes are identical.

if (index < 4) {
addIcode(Icode_REG_STR_C0 - index);
} else if (index <= 0xFF) {
addIcode(Icode_REG_STR1);
addUint8(index);
} else if (index <= 0xFFFF) {
addIcode(Icode_REG_STR2);
addUint16(index);
} else {
addIcode(Icode_REG_STR4);
addInt(index);
}
Figure 3.19: Mutually Unchanged Clone in Interpreter Class
Unchanged clones, though perhaps the least interesting of any (since there is no
true evolution), are a common occurrence. Generally, these clones present themselves in
a version and remain for several versions before undergoing another change. An example
of an unchanged clone is found in the Interpreter class. It is first observed in version
1.6R1, and remains unchanged until version 1.7R3, where both instances of it disappear
completely. An instance of this clone is shown in Figure 3.19.
Changed clones generally occur between revisions where coding conventions
changed or libraries were added. The magnitude of the change varies from a function
added to replace deprecated code, to an entire re-write of the clone. In either instance,
clones must remain Type-1 or Type-2 in order for them to be considered mutually
evolved. A clone in which one instance undergoes the addition of extra lines of code, but
the other does not (changing it to a Type-3), is not considered a mutually evolved clone.
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An example of a mutually evolved clone can be found in the Optimizer class. The
original version of the clone is found 8 times per version of Rhino, from versions 1.5R1
to 1.5R4.

In 1.5R5, all instances are altered by removing two lines of code and

modifying the last line. Figure 3.20 shows both an original instance of the clone, as well
as the modified instance that appears in version 1.5R5.

Original Instance:
if (!convertParameter(arrayBase)) {
n.removeChild(arrayBase);
Node nuChild = new Node(TokenStream.CONVERT, arrayBase);
nuChild.putProp(Node.TYPE_PROP, Object.class);
n.addChildToFront(nuChild);
}
Changed Instance:
if (!convertParameter(arrayBase)) {
n.removeChild(arrayBase);
n.addChildToFront(new Node(TO_OBJECT, arrayBase));
}
Figure 3.20: Mutually Changed Clone in Optimizer Class
Inconsistent Evolution
Another type of clone evolution involves clones which become inconsistent
between versions. This type of evolution is perhaps the most problematic of all types,
especially when the change that caused the inconsistency involves a bug fix. Inconsistent
evolution is also the least common type of clone evolution observed in Rhino. Such
instances seem to occur when the technique to accomplish a task changes and new
methods/functions are incorporated and subsequently called by the cloned code.
Considering the characteristics of Rhino, these types of clones are often found in areas
where a specific data type is being interpreted. Between versions, a new implementation
may be created for a certain data type, causing an inconsistency in the clone. Such an
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occurrence may or may not be the result of programmer error, as the change could easily
have been intended for only a specific instance of the type interpretation.

Original Instance:
itsFunctionList = (Vector)
tree.getProp(Node.FUNCTION_PROP);
if (itsFunctionList != null)
generateNestedFunctions(scope, cx, securityDomain);
Object[] regExpLiterals = null;
Vector regexps = (Vector)tree.getProp(Node.REGEXP_PROP);
if (regexps != null)
regExpLiterals = generateRegExpLiterals(cx, scope,
regexps);
Inconsistent Instance in generateScriptICode:
itsFunctionList = (Vector)
tree.getProp(Node.FUNCTION_PROP);
debugSource = (StringBuffer)
tree.getProp(Node.DEBUGSOURCE_PROP);
if (itsFunctionList != null)
generateNestedFunctions(scope, cx, securityDomain);
Object[] regExpLiterals = null;
Vector regexps = (Vector)tree.getProp(Node.REGEXP_PROP);
if (regexps != null)
regExpLiterals = generateRegExpLiterals(cx, scope,
regexps);
Figure 3.21: Inconsistently Evolved Clone in Interpreter Class
An example of this phenomenon is found within the Interpreter class, where two
instances

of

a

clone

are

found

within

the

generateScriptICode

and

generateFunctionICode methods. These clones are introduced in the original version of
Rhino, 1.4R3. They remain unchanged through version 1.5R1; however, in1.5R2 an
addition is made to the code within generateScriptICode that never propagates to the
other clone instance. Figure 3.21 shows the original clone instance, as well as the
modified instance.
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Though we do observe other instances of this type of evolution, the amount of
inconsistently evolved clones is rather small in comparison to other types.
Mutual Destruction
Mutual destruction, occurs when a clone set is observed and then disappears
completely. Within Rhino, such an event generally occurs when the conventions or
techniques for accomplishing a task change, much like the causes for mutual evolution.
Though we could include this as a subtype of mutual evolution, we separate this type
because the clone is completely eliminated, as opposed to still existing.

Mutual

destruction is observed within the Rhino code base much more frequently than branching.
A new example of mutual destruction is unnecessary, but the clone set in Figure 3.19
demonstrates this occurrence, as all instances are replaced in version 1.7R3.
Branching
Though the branching phenomenon is not observed in our analysis of Rhino, we
mention it for the sake of completeness. Branching occurs when all instances of a clone
set undergo significant changes that are inconsistent.

As with the case of mutual

destruction, this type of evolution could be considered under another general category,
that of inconsistent evolution.

However, this deviation from the original clone set

generally indicates a different interaction between the programmer and code.

An

instance of branching may indicate that all clone instances were viewed and modified by
the programmer, whereas inconsistent evolution may indicate that a programmer failed to
modify some instances of the clone.
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3.3.4 Predicting Code Clones Using Software Metrics
Section Summary – Predicting Code Clones Using Software Metrics
In this study, we examine several versions of Rhino using CCFinderX [6] to
extract clones and Team-in-a-box [35] to gather software metrics. The metrics we gather
for classes are then compared to the clone counts for each class to determine whether a
correlation exists between the two. We use multiple linear regression to look for this
correlation. Our results indicate that at least some of the metrics we chose possess a
statistically significant correlation to code clone presence within classes.
A description of this study was published in the 16th IASTED International
Conference on Software Engineering and Applications in November, 2012.
3.3.4.1 Research Methodology
For this analysis, we focus on seven different releases of the Rhino software,
spanning versions 1.4R3 through 1.6R1. Four different metrics were used in this analysis:
Chidamber and Kemerer’s Lack of Cohesion in Methods (LCOM-CK), Weighted
Methods per Class (WMC), Henderson-Sellers’ Lack of Cohesion in Methods (LCOMHS), and McCabe’s Cyclomatic Complexity (CC). Each class in Rhino was evaluated
with each of these four metrics. These metrics were calculated using the Team in a Box
[35] plugin for Eclipse. These metrics are described in detail in Table 3.10.
We wish to determine the correlation between the presence of clones within a
class and the four software metrics. In order to measure the presence of clones, we use
the clone file metric CLN (discussed in 3.2.1). This metric measures the total number of
clones found in each class. Since we want to determine whether any of these metrics, or a
combination thereof, can be a valid predictor of clones, we use multiple linear regression
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for our analysis. Each of the four software metrics will be used as regressors, while the
CLN metric will represent the response. Our hypotheses are:


H0: The four metrics have no measurable impact in predicting the presence and
magnitude of cloned code within a class.



H1: The presence and magnitude of cloned code within a class can be predicted
using the four metrics of our analysis, or some subset thereof.

To quantify the correlation magnitude between the response and regressors, we will
consider the scale devised by Cohen [36] and Hopkins [37]:


<0.1 – trivial



0.1-0.3 – minor



0.3-0.5 – moderate



0.5-0.7 – large



0.7-0.9 – very large



0.9-1.0 – almost perfect

For our purposes, the stronger a correlation measure is, the more likely that the response
and regressor are related. We will treat large correlations (a magnitude of 0.5 or greater)
as indicators of a noteworthy relationship between CLN and one or more metrics.

Table 3.10: Description of Team in a Box Metrics
Metric
Description
Name
LCOM-CK Number of disjoint sets of local methods where no two sets intersect and
any two methods in a set share no less than one local variable [9].
Sum of complexities of local methods in a class [9].
WMC
LCOM-HS Normalized version of LCOM-CK [38].
Measure of method complexity, inferred by measuring the number of
CC
linearly independent paths [20].
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3.3.4.2 Research Results
To test our hypothesis, we will focus primarily upon three measures: correlation
of each regressor to the response, contribution of each regressor to the model, and
significance of regression for the total set regressors.
In order to evaluate individual regressors with respect to response, we first
measure the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient.

Pearson’s coefficient

indicates ”very large” correlation of WMC with CLN across all versions, while
McCabe’s CC has a ”large” correlation, according to the Cohen [36] and Hopkins [37]
scale. A measure of p-value indicates that both regressors have a statistically significant
correlation with the response (p < 0.05). While both measures of LCOM do demonstrate
statistical significance (p < 0.05), neither consistently demonstrate more than minor
correlation. Results of the Pearson’s coefficient measure are found in Table 3.11.
Table 3.11: Pearson’s Correlation with CLN

1.4R3
1.5R1
1.5R2
1.5R3
1.5R4
1.5R5
1.6R1
Avg

Coef
P-value
Coef
P-value
Coef
P-value
Coef
P-value
Coef
P-value
Coef
P-value
Coef
P-value
Coef
P-value

CC LCOM-CK LCOM-HS WMC
0.494 -0.036
0.123
0.705
< 0.001
0.754
0.286
< 0.001
0.545 -0.034
0.176
0.743
< 0.001
0.733
0.077
< 0.001
0.646
0.029
0.150
0.793
< 0.001
0.766
0.120
< 0.001
0.626
0.027
0.132
0.769
< 0.001
0.779
0.175
< 0.001
0.542
0.059
0.181
0.744
< 0.001
0.537
0.057
< 0.001
0.580
0.130
0.227
0.743
< 0.001
0.179
0.018
< 0.001
0.557
0.082
0.090
0.652
< 0.001
0.397
0.351
< 0.001
0.570
0.037
0.154
0.736
< 0.001
0.592
0.155
< 0.001
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Our next goal is to determine whether the regressors can effectively predict the
response variable, the CLN metric. For this analysis, we report the resulting regression
and standard error (SE) coefficients. For the sake of measuring model fitness, p-values
and the variance inflation factors (VIF) for each variable are included. R2 is used to
determine overall effectiveness of each model. Analysis results are in Table 3.12
Table 3.12: Multiple Linear Regression Using CLN and Selected Software Metrics
Software
Metrics
1.4R3

1.5R1

1.5R2

1.5R3

1.5R4

1.5R5

1.6R1

CC
Coef
SE
P-value
VIF
Coef
SECoef
P-value
VIF
Coef
SECoef
P-value
VIF
Coef
SECoef
P-value
VIF
Coef
SECoef
P-value
VIF
Coef
SECoef
P-value
VIF
Coef
SECoef
P-value
VIF

-0.0118
0.0236
0.6180
2.8770
-0.0142
0.0174
0.4150
2.7440
0.0051
0.0194
0.7930
2.9790
0.0014
0.0208
0.9470
3.0830
-0.0632
0.0204
0.0020
3.7570
-0.0317
0.0187
0.0920
3.3950
0.0032
0.0179
0.8590
3.1110

LCOM- LCOMCK
HS
-0.0136 -0.0210
0.0091
0.0150
0.1420
0.1640
1.1860
1.5300
-0.0114 -0.0122
0.0058
0.0106
0.0510
0.2540
1.1440
1.3550
-0.0074 -0.0204
0.0062
0.0116
0.2380
0.0830
1.1570
1.2440
-0.0078 -0.0220
0.0063
0.0123
0.2200
0.0780
1.1710
1.2410
-0.0111 -0.0131
0.0070
0.0126
0.1170
0.3020
1.1720
1.2370
-0.0230
0.0071
0.0072
0.0115
0.0020
0.5420
1.3430
1.2250
-0.0158 -0.0088
0.0078
0.0131
0.0450
0.5010
1.3520
1.2190
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WMC
0.0498
0.0076
< 0.0001
2.5180
0.0433
0.0053
< 0.0001
2.6600
0.0479
0.0058
< 0.0001
2.9850
0.0463
0.0061
< 0.0001
3.0940
0.0564
0.0063
< 0.0001
3.9760
0.0432
0.0054
< 0.0001
3.8740
0.0278
0.0052
< 0.0001
3.4720

Constant
-0.0289
0.5424
0.9580
---------0.0079
0.4273
0.9850
--------0.3151
0.5320
0.5550
--------0.3954
0.5722
0.4910
--------0.3444
0.5580
0.5380
--------0.1302
0.5506
0.8140
--------0.9254
0.5653
0.1050
---------

R2
54.2%

58.6%

65.0%

61.6%

60.1%

59.6%

45.9%

As with the Pearson coefficient, WMC is the most significant predictor of the
presence of clones. However, McCabe’s CC metric, while correlated to CLN, does not
appear to contribute strongly to any of the seven models. We generally observe very high
p-values for CC, indicating a low contribution to the model. Both LCOM metrics
generally indicate stronger correlation than CC. For instance, C & K’s LCOM metric
indicates statistically significant contribution to the models for version 1.5R5 and 1.6R1.
However, neither LCOM metric consistently shows statistical significance across all
versions. The lack of significance indicates that WMC is the only regressor of consistent
statistical significance.
To ensure that multicollinearity does not adversely affect the model, we measure
the VIFs of each variable. While there is slight indication of multicollinearity between
WMC and McCabe’s CC, no VIFs are large enough to suggest that the model is
significantly affected.
The overall significance of regression for each model, as calculated by ANOVA,
returns p-value of < 0.0001, so we conclude that this model, or at least some of the
regressors within the model, is linearly related to the CLN metric. The R2 measure
indicates that we are able to explain, on average, 60% of the variability with our seven
models. The average coefficient of multiple correlation across the models is 0.759,
indicating that a “very large” correlation exists between the regressors and response
variable. Further analysis reveals that single linear regression with WMC as the regressor
is also capable of predicting CLN, though not as accurately as multiple linear regression.
The average R2 for WMC alone is 54.2%.
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Our results indicate that we must reject the null hypothesis, H0, and conclude that
a correlation exists between the specified software metrics, or some subset thereof, and
the clone metric CLN.
3.3.4.3 Conclusions
We performed an analysis of clone metrics as reported by the CCFinderX tool,
and determined that Rhino is affected by clones, the majority of which can be classified
as Type-2 clones. We also observed that some clones within Rhino evolve from version
to version, and those changes span a large gamut of types. We noted that inconsistent
evolution is present within Rhino, though it is found infrequently.
Our analysis of McCabe’s Cyclomatic Complexity, Chidamber and Kemerer’s
LCOM, Henderson-Sellers LCOM, and Weighted Methods per Class in comparison with
the Clones per Class metric demonstrated that a correlation exists between these four
software metrics and the presence of clones. We determined that it is possible to predict,
with reasonable accuracy, the existence of clones with a linear model.
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CHAPTER 4

PREDICTING CODE CLONES USING SOFTWARE METRICS –
A SECOND STUDY

The results of the study described in section 3.3.4 indicate that using software
metrics to predict clones shows promise. In order to more thoroughly examine this area,
we describe an extended version of this study that includes a larger set of software
metrics. Inclusion of more software metrics will ideally create a larger set of regressors
that can more accurately and consistently predict the presence of clones in classes.

4.1 Research Methodology
Our research methodology is very similar to what is previously described in
section 3.3.4; however, there are several notable differences. CCFinderX[6] continues to
be the tool of choice for locating clones. Our analysis focuses this time on multiple
software projects instead of multiple versions of a single project. We choose to focus on
Rhino version 1.6R5 [32], Mylyn-Bugzilla version 1.0.1 [39], and iBatis version 2.3 [40].
Once again, using multiple linear regression we will compare software metrics with clone
counts (measured per class by the CLN metric from CCFinderX) for each class to
determine whether a correlation exists.
To collect a broader sample of metrics, the Understand for Java [30] tool is used
to analyze these software projects. The Understand tool is capable measuring a large
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number of metrics across a broad spectrum of concerns. For our purposes, we will focus
on 17 different class/file metrics calculated by Understand for each of the three software
projects. These metrics are described in detail in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Description of Metrics Collected Using Understand for Java
Metric Name
AvgCyclomatic

Description
Average cyclomatic complexity for all nested functions or
methods.
Average number of lines for all nested functions or
AvgLine
methods.
Average number of lines containing source code for all
AvgLineCode
nested functions or methods.
Average number of lines containing comment for all nested
AvgLineComment
functions or methods.
Number of functions.
CountDeclFunction
CountDeclInstanceMetho Number of instance methods. [aka NIM]
d
CountDeclInstanceVaria Number of instance variables. [aka NIV]
ble
Number of local methods.
CountDeclMethod
Number of all lines. [aka NL]
CountLine
Number of lines containing source code. [aka LOC]
CountLineCode
Number of statements.
CountStmt
Number of declarative statements.
CountStmtDecl
Number of executable statements.
CountStmtExe
Maximum cyclomatic complexity of all nested functions or
MaxCyclomatic
methods.
Maximum nesting level of control constructs.
MaxNesting
Ratio of comment lines to code lines.
RatioCommentToCode
Sum of cyclomatic complexity of all nested functions or
SumCyclomatic
methods. [aka WMC]
Similarly to section 3.3.4, our hypotheses are as follows:


H0: The metrics have no measurable impact in predicting the presence and
magnitude of cloned code within a class.
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H1: The presence and magnitude of cloned code within a class can be predicted
using the metrics of our analysis, or some subset thereof.
To test our hypothesis, we will again focus upon three measures: correlation of

each regressor to the response, contribution of each regressor to the model, and
significance of regression for the total set regressors. Since the set of metrics is larger
(17 as opposed to 4), a smaller subset of metrics that correlate most strongly to the CLN
measure will be chosen. Finally, we will attempt to find a subset of strongly correlated
metrics across each of the three software projects. If such a subset exists, we can
conclude that these metrics may affect cloning across a broader set of software.
In order to evaluate each individual regressor with respect to the CLN measure,
the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient will be used with p < 0.05 to measure
correlation. The Cohen [36] and Hopkins [37] correlation magnitude scale will once
again be used to quantify measures, as described in section 3.3.4.1. We will measure the
effectiveness of the regressors in predicting the response variable, CLN. The resulting
regression and standard error (SE) coefficients of all metrics will be reported in three
separate models for each of the software projects. As the set of regressors is large,
bidirectional stepwise regression will be performed to narrow the set of metrics. To
determine model fitness, p-values and the variance inflation factors (VIF) for each
variable are included. R2, R2 adjusted, and R2 predicted will be used to determine overall
effectiveness of each model. Finally, duplicate regressors across all three models will be
analyzed to determine broad scope effectiveness.
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4.2 Research Results
Results from the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, reported in
Table 4.2, vary highly. Most software metrics demonstrate some level statistical
significance with the CLN measure. Of note, AvgCyclomatic shows low statistical
significance (high p-value) across two projects, while AvgLineComment,
CountDeclInstanceVariable, MaxCyclomatic, and RatioCommentToCode show low
significance in at least one of the three projects. Most metrics show a minor to moderate
correlation magnitude. Of note, CountLine, CountLineCode, CountStmt, and
CountStmtExe all indicate large or very large correlation magnitude across all three
projects.
Table 4.2: Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient with CLN

Metric
AvgCyclomatic
AvgLine
AvgLineCode
AvgLineComment
CountDeclFunction
CountDeclInstanceMethod
CountDeclInstanceVariable
CountDeclMethod
CountLine
CountLineCode
CountStmt
CountStmtDecl
CountStmtExe
MaxCyclomatic
MaxNesting
RatioCommentToCo
SumCyclomatic

Rhino
Coef P-value
0.102
0.292
0.324
0.001
0.298
0.002
0.247
0.010
0.394 <0.001
0.282
0.003
0.418 <0.001
0.394 <0.001
0.536 <0.001
0.564 <0.001
0.629 <0.001
0.497 <0.001
0.661 <0.001
0.547 <0.001
0.491 <0.001
-0.245
0.011
0.643 <0.001
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Mylyn
Coef P-value
0.258 <0.001
0.336 <0.001
0.367 <0.001
0.196 <0.001
0.317 <0.001
0.295 <0.001
0.208 <0.001
0.318 <0.001
0.704 <0.001
0.759 <0.001
0.715 <0.001
0.32 <0.001
0.808 <0.001
0.309 <0.001
0.143 <0.001
-0.044
0.115
0.639 <0.001

iBatis
Coef P-value
-0.026
0.545
0.374 <0.001
0.368 <0.001
0.022
0.607
0.492 <0.001
0.494 <0.001
-0.065
0.134
0.492 <0.001
0.857 <0.001
0.89 <0.001
0.926 <0.001
0.876 <0.001
0.928 <0.001
-0.004
0.922
-0.085
0.050
-0.11
0.011
0.341 <0.001

Multiple linear regression analysis shows correlation existing in each of the
models. All exhibit significance of regression (p < 0.05), but analysis shows that many
of the metrics do contribute significantly to the model. In fact, further analysis shows
that many of the metrics exhibit significant multicollinearity, with extremely inflated
VIFs. As this is true across all three models, we report the results of one model below in
Table 4.3. Other results can be found in the Appendix.
Table 4.3 shows the model for Mylyn-Bugzilla. Of note are the extremely high
VIFs for multiple regressors, namely CountDeclFunction and CountDeclMethod. The
VIF of CountStmtExe is high enough that it will not fit into this model feasibly. Since
these two metrics measure very similar quantities, such an occurrence is expected and
observed across all three models. We also observe several regressors which do not
contribute significantly to the model. The Pearson’s measure for Mylyn-Bugzilla
indicated that the RatioCommentToCode metric demonstrated low correlation to CLN.
The model also indicates this low correlation with a p-value of 0.588 for this regressor.
In this state, these models are large and unwieldy. Though R2 values are high, it
is likely they are inflated due to the large number of regressors in each model. In fact, the
results of this inflation are clearly visible in the Rhino model. Though R2 and R2 adjusted
are both high (85% and 83%), R2 predicted is 0%. Significant narrowing of these models
must occur in order for our results to be accurate.
In order to perform this narrowing, bidirectional stepwise regression is performed.
The results of this regression are then analyzed to determine which resulting model has
the highest overall set of R2, R2 adjusted, and R2 predicted. We also attempt to narrow
the models as much as possible, eliminating regressors that either do not contribute
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significantly or demonstrate high VIFs indicating multicollinearity. The final models for
each software project consist of four regressors.
Table 4.3: Mylyn-Bugzilla Multiple Linear Regression Model Using All Regressors
Predictor
Constant
AvgCyclomatic
AvgLine
AvgLineCode
AvgLineComment
CountDeclFunction
CountDeclInstanceMethod
CountDeclInstanceVariable
CountDeclMethod
CountLine
CountLineCode
CountStmt
CountStmtDecl
CountStmtExe
MaxCyclomatic
MaxNesting
RatioCommentToCode
SumCyclomatic

Coef
0.34420

SE Coef
0.22840

T
1.51

P-value
0.132

VIF
------------0.50150
0.11010
4.56
<0.001
3.76
0.26610
0.10910
2.44
0.015
89.483
-0.28610 0.13040
-2.19
0.028
84.767
-0.25220 0.14520
-1.74
0.083
4.035
-0.49760 0.29880
-1.66
0.096 1222.629
-0.27013 0.06375
-4.24
<0.001
54.011
0.03295
0.03031
1.09
0.277
2.73
0.86000
0.29840
2.88
0.004 1231.067
-0.00398 0.00341
-1.17
0.243
71.381
0.02330
0.00720
3.23
0.001
214.217
0.05354
0.01193
4.49
<0.001
279.648
-0.15797 0.00946
-16.7
<0.001
16.936
--------High multicollinearity, extremely high VIF-------0.17441
0.03434
5.08
<0.001
4.013
-0.42336 0.09137
-4.63
<0.001
2.136
-0.03273 0.06042
-0.54
0.588
1.089
-0.04824 0.01798
-2.68
0.007
34.742

The model for iBatis, shown in Table 4.4, is the best fit model of the three. We
see that R2, R2 adjusted, and R2 predicted are each above 90%, and the magnitude of
correlation falls in the “almost perfect” category. All regressors contribute significantly to
the model and have very low VIFs.
The Mylyn-Bugzilla model, shown in Table 4.5, fits less well to the data, but still
provides moderately strong results for each measure of R2 with slightly higher VIFs. The
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magnitude of correlation falls in the “very large” category. The regressors in this model
match those of the iBatis model.
Table 4.4: iBatis Multiple Linear Regression after Stepwise Regression
Predictor
Constant
AvgCyclomatic
AvgLine
CountStmtExe
SumCyclomatic
R-Sq = 92.5%

Coef
SE Coef
0.78300
0.43880
1.93530
0.33110
-0.44896
0.03556
0.17957
0.00271
-0.29501
0.01684
R-Sq(adj) = 92.5%

T
P-value
VIF
1.78
0.075 --------------5.85
<0.001
1.948
-12.63 <0.001
2.538
66.37 <0.001
2.286
-17.52 <0.001
1.588
R-Sq(pred) = 91.94%

Table 4.5: Mylyn-Bugzilla Multiple Linear Regression after Stepwise Regression
Predictor
Constant
AvgCyclomatic
AvgLine
CountStmtExe
SumCyclomatic
R-Sq = 72.7%

Coef
SE Coef
T
P-value
VIF
-0.22130 0.18240 -1.21
0.225 --------------1.05252 0.08745 12.04 <0.001
1.907
-0.11815 0.01843 -6.41
<0.001
2.054
0.09640 0.00259 37.22 <0.001
6.153
-0.13934 0.00825 -16.89 <0.001
5.881
R-Sq(adj) = 72.6%
R-Sq(pred) = 54.61%

The Rhino model, shown in Table 4.6, is the least well fitted model for the data.
VIFs are high for CountLineCode and CountStmtExe. As these two metrics measure
similar occurrences, some multicollinearity can be expected here. However, both
regressors contribute significantly to the model, all R2 values are reasonably high, and the
magnitude of correlation is in the “very large” category. It is worth noting that the set of
regressors for Rhino differ significantly from the iBatis and Mylyn-Bugzilla models.
This difference may be caused by Rhino’s larger size (32 KLOC vs. ~13 KLOC), or by
differences in the domain of each project.
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Table 4.6: Rhino Multiple Linear Regression after Stepwise Regression
Predictor
Constant
CountStmtExe
CountLineCode
SumCyclomatic
MaxCyclomatic
R-Sq = 80.0%

Coef
SE Coef
T
P-value
VIF
1.13100 0.29820 3.79
<0.001 --------------0.06545 0.00474 13.81 <0.001
36.941
-0.03611 0.00267 -13.54 <0.001
42.573
0.04092 0.00540 7.58
<0.001
11.539
-0.04469 0.01113 -4.01
<0.001
3.523
R-Sq(adj) = 79.2%
R-Sq(pred) = 69.07%

By analyzing all three models, we observe a certain level of similarity across
each. Perhaps the most prominent is the presence of both CountStmtExe and
SumCyclomatic in each of the three models. Both of these metrics appear to have
significant correlation with the presence of cloning. The SumCyclomatic metric, a sum
of cyclomatic complexity of all nested functions or methods, is equivalent to McCabe’s
WMC. (We refer McCabe’s WMC as “SumCyclomatic” in this section to remain
consistent with the designations used by the Understand for Java software package.) The
initial analysis of CLN with respect to metrics in section 3.3.4 observed that WMC bears
a strong correlation to the presence of clones. We see those results confirmed across
multiple projects in this analysis.
In order to further analyze these two metrics, we perform multiple linear
regression using CountStmtExe and SumCyclomatic as the regressors in each project.
The results of this analysis are in Table 4.7. Though we do note that each model suffers
from the reduction of regressors, both iBatis and Mylyn-Bugzilla still demonstrate
relatively high R2 values. All models show at least a “large” magnitude of correlation,
ranging from 0.67 for Rhino to 0.95 for iBatis, indicating that we can assume a
reasonable amount of correlation between the model and CLN.
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Table 4.7: Model for each Software Project Using Two Regressors – CountStmtExe
and SumCyclomatic
Software
Mylyn

Predictor
Constant
CountStmtExe
SumCyclomatic

Coef
0.26530
0.08810
-0.11036

SE Coef
0.14440
0.00255
0.00830

T
1.84
34.59
-13.3

P-value
0.066
<0.001
<0.001

VIF
5.333
5.333

iBatis

R-Sq = 69.5%
R-Sq(adj) = 69.5%
R-Sq(pred) = 50.33%
Predictor
Coef
SE Coef
T
P-value
VIF
Constant
0.37150 0.36920
1.01
0.315
CountStmtExe
0.15940 0.00246
64.86
<0.001
1.429
SumCyclomatic
-0.26827 0.01835
-14.62
<0.001
1.429

Rhino

R-Sq = 90.1%
R-Sq(adj) = 90.1%
R-Sq(pred) = 89.51%
Predictor
Coef
SE Coef
T
P-value
VIF
Constant
0.58600 0.48600
1.21
0.231
CountStmtExe
0.00837 0.00354
2.36
0.020
7.561
SumCyclomatic
0.00725 0.00722
1
0.317
7.561
R-Sq = 44.3%

R-Sq(adj) = 43.2%

R-Sq(pred) = 35.83%

4.3 Conclusions
We observe a possible threat to validity which could present itself through the
inclusion of the WMC metric in the model. Since WMC is a sum of complexities within
an entire class, the value of WMC could be artificially inflated in a very large class with
low complexity. This artificial inflation could potentially skew results by equating these
large, simple classes with small, complex classes.
Though the models we have generated are far from perfect, each shows that
certain metrics are strongly correlated with the count of clones in each class. We observe
that the domain and size of a software project appears to alter the effectiveness of various
metrics at predicting clone presence; however, we conclude that two metrics,
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CountStmtExe and SumCyclomatic (WMC) appear to be significantly correlated across
software projects. These metrics generate a model with either a “large” or “very large”
correlation magnitude across all projects, indicating the model is a reasonably accurate
indicator of the presence of clones. This fact allows us to conclude that our hypothesis
H0 must be rejected, as we can predict, to a certain degree, the presence of clones using
multiple linear regression models.
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CHAPTER 5

BUGS AND CLONES

To enhance the understanding of clones in relation to bugs, we also study the
relation of bugs to clones. Two of the software projects from Chapter 4, Rhino and
Mylyn-Bugzilla, have been previously mapped using BugTagger, an extension of
ConcernTagger [41]. These mappings link bugs in software to methods that are changed
to fix these bugs. By comparing clones mapped by CCFinderX to bugs mapped by
ConcernTagger, we can determine if overlap exists between bug affected methods and
cloned code. All clones that we mapped are either Type I or Type II.

5.1 Rhino 1.6R5
The version of Rhino analyzed by ConcernTagger is 1.6R5. This version of
Rhino has a total of 160 bugs that are mapped to one or more methods. A total of 508
methods in this version of Rhino were mapped to one or more bugs. Using data from
CCFinderX, each of these methods was compared with clone mappings to determine
overlap. We determined that 24 of these methods were also associated with clones.
Some clones observed in Rhino are very simplistic (see section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2),
meaning that they are insignificant in light of the presence of a bug. However, some
clones cut across multiple methods, requiring multiple fixes to be implemented for a
single bug. For instance, Bug #237771, which involves an incorrectly defined variable,
required 25 methods to be fixed. Of these, we determined that 10 methods were at least
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partially cloned. Another bug, #256575, demonstrates similar characteristics, sweeping
across multiple cloned methods.
Some clones were contained within single methods, as opposed to being
duplicated across methods. Two fixed bugs, #122167 and #158159, affected methods
that contained significant sections of internally cloned code. We determined that the
duplicate code in bug #158159 contained an error that, due to the clone, had to be fixed
twice.

5.2 Mylyn-Bugzilla 1.0.1
The version of Mylyn-Bugzilla that was analyzed by ConcernTagger was version
1.0.1. This version has a total of 110 bugs mapped to methods. A total of 352 methods
in this version were mapped to one or more bugs. We determined that 15 of these
methods are associated with clones as mapped by CCFinderX.
Many of the occurrences of clones and bugs in Mylyn-Bugzilla are very similar to
those found in Rhino. We observed simple clones, but focused on more complex clones.
Several sets of clones spread out over multiple methods were clones, requiring multiple
fixes, specifically for Bug #172515. Also observed were clones contained within single
methods, requiring multiple similar changes for fixes.
One observation made in Mylyn-Bugzilla that does not overlap with Rhino
involves methods, or even classes, reported to contain bugs that are largely cloned from
other methods or classes that have no reported bug fixes. It is possible that the fixed code
had different applications than the cloned code which was not changed; however, it is
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possible that the cloned methods contain unreported bugs which could be located had
clone detection been performed on the software.

5.3 Conclusions
This section of our analysis specifically focuses on determining whether bugs and
clones overlap. As previously noted, the overlap of the two concerns can cause a
multiplicity of errors if code containing bugs is cloned. We observe this phenomenon
occurring in both projects, but it is an infrequent occurrence, a conclusion that generally
agrees with findings from [42][43][44][45]. Situations noted in the Mylyn-Bugzilla
project where clone instances occur both in fixed and non-fixed code do cause reason for
concern from a software maintenance perspective. These cloned sections have the
potential to appear as bugs in the future. However, we can see that cloning overlaps bugfixed code very infrequently across these two projects. This observation gives us reason
to believe that harmful bug/clone overlap occurs rarely.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Based on our results, our primary research focus of examining the use of software
metrics for detecting and predicting the existence of clones in software shows promise, as
we were able to develop models that did this. From our other study, the relationship
between the combination of software metrics, clones, and bugs is complex. However, the
rareness of bugs overlapping with clones in this case study is comforting. Additional
case studies in both areas to confirm these results would be useful.
As discussed in the Introduction, much of this work represents steps along the
way to a larger research area. In the future, the technique of detecting clones using
metrics could be extended to use other metrics and a finer grained analysis to detect
clones within methods. The study could be further extended to include information
retrieval (IR) based categorization of clones. Results from this study could then be
compared with basic clone and software metrics to determine further correlations. These
results could then be extended to include bug data for a more thorough view of how bugs
propagate across semantic clones, in addition to syntactic clones. Ideally, IR-based bug
localization techniques as described in section 3.3.1 could be combined with clone
detection and IR-based clone categorization to find instances of bugs that could not be
located by IR-based bug localization alone.
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APPENDIX A
From Section 3.3.2 – Clone Categorization
To clarify what our earlier comparisons in the previous sections mean in terms of real
code, in this section we provide specific code examples describing some actual situations
where LSI performed well, where LSI did not perform well, where LDA performed well,
and where LDA did not perform well.
LDA Good Performance Example
This example is drawn from the SE directory, comparing LSI Topic 7 to LDA Topic 5
(0.1).
Clone set 1112 was identified by LDA as a member of Topic T5. This clone
group shows a strong (>50%) correlation with the clone sets that are identified by both IR
methods. The mutually identified sets include 260, 391, 474, and 1111.
Compare Figure A.1, containing clone set 1112, to Figure A.2, containing clone
set 260. The code in Figure A.1 overlaps considerably with the code at the top of Figure
A.2.
Figure A.1: Clone Set 1112 Code
ProcessId = PsProcessAuditId( Process );
Status = SeLocateProcessImageName( Process, &ImageFileName );
if ( !NT_SUCCESS(Status) ) {
ImageFileName = &NullString;
}
//
// A completely zero'd entry will be interpreted
// as a "null string" or not supplied parameter.
//
// Initializing the entire array up front will allow
// us to avoid filling in each not supplied entry.
//
RtlZeroMemory (
(PVOID) &AuditParameters,
sizeof( AuditParameters )
);
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ASSERT( SeAdtParmTypeNone == 0 );
AuditParameters.CategoryId = SE_CATEGID_OBJECT_ACCESS;
AuditParameters.AuditId = SE_AUDITID_CLOSE_HANDLE;
AuditParameters.ParameterCount = 0;
AuditParameters.Type = EVENTLOG_AUDIT_SUCCESS;
if ( !ARGUMENT_PRESENT( CapturedSubsystemName )) {
SubsystemName = (PUNICODE_STRING)&SeSubsystemName;
} else {
SubsystemName = CapturedSubsystemName;
}
//
// Parameter[0] - User Sid
//
SepSetParmTypeSid( AuditParameters, AuditParameters.ParameterCount, UserSid );
AuditParameters.ParameterCount++;
//
// Parameter[1] - Subsystem name
//
SepSetParmTypeString( AuditParameters, AuditParameters.ParameterCount,
SubsystemName );
AuditParameters.ParameterCount++;
//
// Parameter[2] - Object server name (if available)
//
if ( ARGUMENT_PRESENT( CapturedSubsystemName )) {
SepSetParmTypeString( AuditParameters, AuditParameters.ParameterCount,
CapturedSubsystemName );
}
AuditParameters.ParameterCount++;
//
//
Parameter[3] - New handle ID
//
SepSetParmTypePtr( AuditParameters, AuditParameters.ParameterCount, HandleId );
AuditParameters.ParameterCount++;

Figure A.2: Clone Set 260 Code
if ( SepAdtAuditThisEventWithContext( AuditCategoryObjectAccess, TRUE, FALSE, NULL )
) {
Process = PsGetCurrentProcess();
ProcessId = PsProcessAuditId( Process );
Status = SeLocateProcessImageName( Process, &ImageFileName );
if ( !NT_SUCCESS(Status) ) {
ImageFileName = &NullString;
}
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

A completely zero'd entry will be interpreted
as a "null string" or not supplied parameter.
Initializing the entire array up front will allow
us to avoid filling in each not supplied entry.

RtlZeroMemory (
(PVOID) &AuditParameters,
sizeof( AuditParameters )
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);
ASSERT( SeAdtParmTypeNone == 0 );
AuditParameters.CategoryId = SE_CATEGID_OBJECT_ACCESS;
AuditParameters.AuditId = SE_AUDITID_CLOSE_HANDLE;
AuditParameters.ParameterCount = 0;
AuditParameters.Type = EVENTLOG_AUDIT_SUCCESS;
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LDA Poor Performance Example
This example is drawn from the MM Directory, comparing LSI Topic 11 Vs. LDA Topic
27 (0.2).
Clone set 1659 was identified by LDA as a member of Topic 27. This clone
group shows a very weak correlation with the clone groups identified by both IR
methods. The mutually identified groups include 573, 676, 1481, 1519, 1742, 1827,
1828, 1831, 1852, and 1864.
Compare Figure A.3, containing clone set 1659, to Figure A.4, containing clone
set 676. There is little overlap between these two code segments.
Figure A.3: Clone Set 1659 Code
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
if

Compute the secondary color value, allowing overrides from the registry.
This is because the color arrays are going to be allocated at the end
of the PFN database.
Get secondary color value from:
(a) from the registry (already filled in) or
(b) from the PCR or
(c) default value.
(MmSecondaryColors == 0) {
Associativity = KeGetPcr()->SecondLevelCacheAssociativity;
MmSecondaryColors = KeGetPcr()->SecondLevelCacheSize;
if (Associativity != 0) {
MmSecondaryColors /= Associativity;
}

}
MmSecondaryColors = MmSecondaryColors >> PAGE_SHIFT;
if (MmSecondaryColors == 0) {
MmSecondaryColors = MM_SECONDARY_COLORS_DEFAULT;
}
else {
//
// Make sure the value is power of two and within limits.
//
if (MmSecondaryColors > MM_SECONDARY_COLORS_MAX) {
MmSecondaryColors = MM_SECONDARY_COLORS_MAX;
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}
else if (((MmSecondaryColors & (MmSecondaryColors - 1)) != 0) ||
(MmSecondaryColors < MM_SECONDARY_COLORS_MIN)) {
MmSecondaryColors = MM_SECONDARY_COLORS_DEFAULT;
}
}
MmSecondaryColorMask = MmSecondaryColors - 1;
//
// Set the secondary color mask on the boot processor since it is needed
// very early.
//
KeGetCurrentPrcb()->SecondaryColorMask = MmSecondaryColorMask;
//
// Determine number of bits in MmSecondayColorMask. This
// is the number of bits the Node color must be shifted
// by before it is included in colors.
//
i = MmSecondaryColorMask;
MmSecondaryColorNodeShift = 0;
while (i) {

Figure A.4: Clone Set 676 Code
Pfn1 = MI_PFN_ELEMENT (PageFrameIndex);
ZeroPte = MiReserveSystemPtes (1, SystemPteSpace);
if (ZeroPte != NULL) {
TempPte = ValidKernelPte;
TempPte.u.Hard.PageFrameNumber = PageFrameIndex;
if (Pfn1->u3.e1.CacheAttribute == MiWriteCombined) {
MI_SET_PTE_WRITE_COMBINE (TempPte);
}
else if (Pfn1->u3.e1.CacheAttribute == MiNonCached) {
MI_DISABLE_CACHING (TempPte);
}
MI_WRITE_VALID_PTE (ZeroPte, TempPte);
ZeroAddress = MiGetVirtualAddressMappedByPte (ZeroPte);
KeZeroSinglePage (ZeroAddress);
MiReleaseSystemPtes (ZeroPte, 1, SystemPteSpace);
}
else {
MiZeroPhysicalPage (PageFrameIndex);
}
#if MI_BARRIER_SUPPORTED
//
// Note the stamping must occur after the page is zeroed.
//
MI_BARRIER_STAMP_ZEROED_PAGE (&BarrierStamp);
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LSI Good Performance Example
This example is drawn from the MM Directory, comparing LSI Topic 13 Vs. LDA Topic
21 (0.1).
Clone set 885 was identified by LSI as a member of Topic 13. This clone group
shows a strong correlation with a clone group identified by both IR methods. The
mutually identified group is group 786.
Compare Figure A.5, containing clone set 786, to Figure A.6, containing clone set
885. There is significant overlap between these two segments.
Figure A.5: Clone Set 786 Code
else if (MemoryType == MI_USER_LOCAL) {
Process = PsGetCurrentProcessByThread (CurrentThread);
VmSupport = &Process->Vm;
KeEnterGuardedRegionThread (&CurrentThread->Tcb);
if (ExTryAcquirePushLockExclusive (&VmSupport->WorkingSetMutex) ==
FALSE) {
KeLeaveGuardedRegionThread (&CurrentThread->Tcb);
InterlockedDecrement (&MiTrimInProgressCount);
return FALSE;
}
CurrentThread->OwnsProcessWorkingSetExclusive = 1;
Process = NULL;
VmSupport = &MmSystemCacheWs;
KeEnterGuardedRegionThread (&CurrentThread->Tcb);
if (ExTryAcquirePushLockExclusive (&VmSupport->WorkingSetMutex) ==
FALSE) {
KeLeaveGuardedRegionThread (&CurrentThread->Tcb);
InterlockedDecrement (&MiTrimInProgressCount);
return FALSE;
}
CurrentThread->OwnsSystemWorkingSetExclusive = 1;
MM_SYSTEM_WS_LOCK_TIMESTAMP ();

Figure A.6: Clone Set 885 Code
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Process = NULL;
VmSupport = &MmSystemCacheWs;
KeEnterGuardedRegionThread (&CurrentThread->Tcb);
if (ExTryAcquirePushLockExclusive (&VmSupport->WorkingSetMutex) ==
FALSE) {
KeLeaveGuardedRegionThread (&CurrentThread->Tcb);
InterlockedDecrement (&MiTrimInProgressCount);
return FALSE;
}
CurrentThread->OwnsSystemWorkingSetExclusive = 1;
MM_SYSTEM_WS_LOCK_TIMESTAMP ();
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LSI Poor Performance Example
This example is drawn from the MM Directory, comparing LSI Topic 13 Vs. LDA Topic
21 (0.1)
Clone set 929 was identified by LSI as a member of Topic 13. This clone group
shows a very weak correlation with the clone groups identified by both IR methods. The
mutually identified groups include 34, 195, 250, 251, 361, 441, 449, 450, 451, 591, 786,
and 1146.
Compare Figure A.7, containing clone set 929, to Figure A.8, containing clone set
34. There is little overlap between these two code segments.
Figure A.7: Clone Set 929 Code
if (TryLargePages == TRUE) {
LargeStartingAddress = MI_ALIGN_TO_SIZE (StartingAddress,
MM_MINIMUM_VA_FOR_LARGE_PAGE);
LargeEndingAddress = (PVOID)((ULONG_PTR)EndingAddress |
(MM_MINIMUM_VA_FOR_LARGE_PAGE –
1));
LargeCapturedViewSize = (ULONG_PTR) LargeEndingAddress - (ULONG_PTR)
LargeStartingAddress + 1;
Vad = (PMMVAD) TRUE;
if (((PVOID)LargeCapturedViewSize <= MM_HIGHEST_VAD_ADDRESS) &&
(StartingAddress >= MM_LOWEST_USER_ADDRESS) &&
(LargeStartingAddress <= MM_HIGHEST_VAD_ADDRESS) &&
(((ULONG_PTR)MM_HIGHEST_VAD_ADDRESS + 1) (ULONG_PTR)LargeStartingAddress >= LargeCapturedViewSize) &&
(LargeEndingAddress <= MM_HIGHEST_VAD_ADDRESS)) {
Vad = (PMMVAD) (ULONG_PTR) MiCheckForConflictingVadExistence
(Process, LargeStartingAddress, LargeEndingAddress);
}
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

If the Vad is NULL then virtual address space exists to
map this image with large pages.
See if ample pages exist as the image pages will be
immediately copied into large pages and thus never paged.

if ((Vad == NULL) && (TryLargePages == TRUE)) {
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Figure A.8: Clone Set 34 Code
{
SIZE_T BytesCopied;
KPROCESSOR_MODE PreviousMode;
PEPROCESS Process;
NTSTATUS Status;
PETHREAD CurrentThread;
PAGED_CODE();
//
// Get the previous mode and probe output argument if necessary.
//
CurrentThread = PsGetCurrentThread ();
PreviousMode = KeGetPreviousModeByThread(&CurrentThread->Tcb);
if (PreviousMode != KernelMode) {
if (((PCHAR)BaseAddress + BufferSize < (PCHAR)BaseAddress) ||
((PCHAR)Buffer + BufferSize < (PCHAR)Buffer) ||
((PVOID)((PCHAR)BaseAddress + BufferSize) >
MM_HIGHEST_USER_ADDRESS) ||
((PVOID)((PCHAR)Buffer + BufferSize) > MM_HIGHEST_USER_ADDRESS)) {
return STATUS_ACCESS_VIOLATION;
}
if (ARGUMENT_PRESENT(NumberOfBytesRead)) {
try {
ProbeForWriteUlong_ptr (NumberOfBytesRead);
} except(EXCEPTION_EXECUTE_HANDLER) {
return GetExceptionCode();
}
}
}
//
// If the buffer size is not zero, then attempt to read data from the
// specified process address space into the current process address
// space.
//
BytesCopied = 0;
Status = STATUS_SUCCESS;
if (BufferSize != 0) {
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APPENDIX B
Table B.1: iBatis Multiple Linear Regression Model Using All Regressors
(From Section 4.2)
Predictor

Coef

SE Coef

T

Constant

1.92830
1.72580
0.58230
0.29810
0.46980
0.26170
0.14710
0.21120
0.01768
0.13127
0.24915
0.17584
0.37407
0.90130
0.13630
0.32081

0.44860

AvgCyclomatic
AvgLine
AvgLineCode
AvgLineComment
CountDeclFunction
CountDeclInstanceMethod
CountDeclInstanceVariable
CountLine
CountLineCode
CountStmt
CountStmtDecl
MaxCyclomatic
MaxNesting
RatioCommentToCode
SumCyclomatic
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VIF

-4.3

PValue
<0.001

0.34100
0.21620

5.06
-2.69

<0.001
0.007

3.791
172.099

0.26430
0.14260
0.14730
0.13980

1.13
3.29
1.78
-1.05

0.260
0.001
0.076
0.293

181.352
2.86
97.862
88.844

0.06584

-3.21

0.001

1.896

0.00692

-2.55

0.011

92.441

0.02708

-4.85

<0.001

874.418

0.02636
0.02164
0.09793
0.25540

9.45
8.12
3.82
-3.53

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

703.984
32.167
5.165
3.042

0.12150
0.05298

1.12
-6.06

0.263
<0.001

1.719
28.852

Table B.2: Rhino Multiple Linear Regression Model Using All Regressors
(From Section 4.2)
Predictor
Constant
AvgCyclomatic
AvgLine
AvgLineCode
AvgLineComment
CountDeclFunction
CountDeclInstanceMethod
CountDeclInstanceVariable
CountLine
CountLineCode
CountStmt
CountStmtDecl
MaxCyclomatic
MaxNesting
RatioCommentToCode
SumCyclomatic

Coef
SE Coef
1.17370 0.61780
- 0.07613
0.03736
0.98020 0.38010
- 0.40150
0.89960
- 0.42070
1.50980
- 0.03768
0.06345
- 0.02619
0.00011
0.06476 0.04086
0.00327 0.00280
- 0.00464
0.03305
0.06144 0.00519
- 0.01511
0.09529
- 0.01868
0.10604
- 0.25790
0.01820
- 0.08002
0.09503
0.05585 0.00691
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T
1.9
-0.49

P
0.061
0.625

VIF
22.453

2.58
-2.24

0.011
0.027

1044.5
992.297

-3.59

0.001

10.605

-1.68

0.096

17.99

0

0.997

3.615

1.58
1.17
-7.12

0.116
0.247
<0.001

3.675
94.874
160.523

11.83
-6.31

<0.001
<0.001

93.235
46.057

-5.68

<0.001

12.341

-0.07

0.944

5.7

-1.19

0.238

1.782

8.08

<0.001

23.548

Table B.3: iBatis ANOVA for Linear Regression Using All Regressors
(From Section 4.2)
Source
DF SS
MS
F
P
2 225587 112793 2415.79 <0.001
Regression
47
Residual Error 530 24746
532 250333
Total

Table B.4: iBatis ANOVA for Linear Regression Using Regressors: CountStmtExe,
SumCyclomatic, AvgCyclomatic, AvgLine
(From Section 4.2)
Source
DF SS
MS
F
P
4 231661 57915 1637.77 <0.001
Regression
35
Residual Error 528 18671
532 250333
Total

Table B.5: iBatis ANOVA for Linear Regression Using Regressors: CountStmtExe,
SumCyclomatic
(From Section 4.2)
Source
DF SS
MS
F
P
2 225587 112793 2415.79 <0.001
Regression
47
Residual Error 530 24746
532 250333
Total
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Table B.6: Mylyn-Bugzilla ANOVA for Linear Regression Using All Regressors
(From Section 4.2)
Source
DF
SS
MS
F
P
16 62875.1 3929.7 283.46 <0.001
Regression
13.9
Residual Error 1258 17439.9
1274
80315
Total

Table B.7: Mylyn-Bugzilla ANOVA for Linear Regression Using Regressors:
CountStmtExe, SumCyclomatic, AvgCyclomatic, AvgLine
(From Section 4.2)
Source
DF
SS
MS
F
P
4 58412 14603 846.71 <0.001
Regression
17
Residual Error 1270 21903
1274 80315
Total

Table B.8: Mylyn-Bugzilla ANOVA for Linear Regression Using Regressors:
CountStmtExe, SumCyclomatic
(From Section 4.2)
Source
DF
SS
MS
F
P
2 55842 27921 1451.25 <0.001
Regression
19
Residual Error 1272 24473
1274 80315
Total
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Table B.9: Rhino ANOVA for Linear Regression Using All Regressors
(From Section 4.2)
Source
DF SS
MS
F
P
15 3136.52 209.1 36.49 <0.001
Regression
Residual Error 92 527.15 5.73
107 3663.67
Total

Table B.10: Rhino ANOVA for Linear Regression Using Regressors:
CountStmtExe, SumCyclomatic, MaxCyclomatic, CountLineCode
(From Section 4.2)

Source
DF SS
MS
F
P
4 2929.27 732.32 102.71 <0.001
Regression
734.4
7.13
Residual Error 103
107 3663.67
Total

Table B.11: Rhino ANOVA for Linear Regression Using Regressors:
CountStmtExe, SumCyclomatic
(From Section 4.2)
Source
DF
2
Regression
Residual Error 105
107
Total

SS
MS
F
P
1621.39 810.69 41.68 <0.001
2042.28 19.45
3663.67
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